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On 'February 11, 1991, El&n R. 'and Janice L. Kingsbury and 
Snowridge, inc. (SRI) filed anapplication with the Vermont Agency '. 
of ..Natural Resources, Department of Environmental Conservation 
(ANR) under the provisions of 10 V.S.A. Chapter 43.(Dams)., for a. 
permit to construct an impoundment ("damtt) consisting of a water 
.withdrawal facility and an off-stream storage pond (pond). The. 
pond would be lokated adjacent to the Mad River in the Towns of 
Waitsfield and Warren, Vermont. Water would,be di,verted vi2 the 
water withdrawal facility from the Mad River to the pond. The pond 
would act as a reservoir, primarily for snowmaking purposes. O.n 

January 8, 1992, aSttir,providing proper public notice, ANR issued 
an Order of Approval authorizing'the project (hereinafter referred 
to as, the "Darn Order"). _ 

On February 6, 1992, the Vermont Natural Resources Council 
(VNRC) and others' filled a Notice of Appeal with the Vermont Water 
Resources Board, (Board). The,appeal, was filed under 10 V.S.A. 
I 1099(a) .:,.A prehearing conference was held on Mdrch.4, 1992. 'On 
April 1,0, 1992, the Board issued a Prehearing.Conference Order and 
Preliminaky.Order. On April 20, 1992,.WRC filed.an amended Notice, ( 

.of Appeal.- 
: 

II.' Docket.No. 92-05 (401 Certification anneal) 
., 

. :. .. ‘. 1 * . . 
. 

1991,'SRI applied for a Water Quality Certification 
! 

y ;;CIn May 7,‘ 
from ANR under ,lO ,V.S.A. 5 1004 in connection with its application , 
for a permit from the'U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. See: P*L_. 920 : ; 
500, Section 401, codified at' 33 U.S.C. S 1341; .P.L.'. 92-500,> 
Section 404, codified. at 33 U.S.C. 5 1344.. On May 6, 1992, ANR 
issued a Water Quality Certification (401 Certification) finding 
generally that the operation of the proposed water withdrawal 
facility and pond when conducted according to certain conditions .. 

imposed by ANR, would not violate applicable Vermont water quality 
standards. . . 

the 
dn May 20, 1992, VNRC properly filed a Notice of Appeal with : 

Board in accordance with 10 V.S.A 0 1024(a). 

1 
The Mad Dog Chapter of Trout Unlimited, ihe Vermont Group of the Sierra 

Club and Peter F. Camnann. 
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III. Party Status' ~ . 

Under Board, Procedural Rule 22, SRI, VNRC and ANR timely 
sought and obtained party status in' both dockets. The Vermont 
chapter of the Sierra Club (Sierra Club) and the Vermont-chapter 
of .*Trout Unlimited (Trout Unlimited) sought and'obtained.limited 
party status in the Dam brder appeal (Docket No. 92-02). Prehearing 
Conference 'Order and Preliminary .Order, April ,lO, 1992* The 

. VeI?mo+ Federation.of Sportsmen Clubs (Sportsmen Clubs) sought and'. 
obtained limited party status in ;the 401 Certification appeal 1 

'('Docket 'No;.92-05). Preliminary. Order: Party' S,tatus,. August 18, .” 
1992. VNRC, Sierra Club; Trout Unlimited and .the Sportsmen Clubs * .A 
were. represented by the same counsel and are collectively referred 
to in this decision as llVNRC.lt. Winooski One Partnership (*'Winooski 
One") 'sought,party status under both dockets but obtained limited 
party status with respect to the 401 Certification appeal only 
(Docket No. 92-05). Preliminary Order: Party Status, August.18, 
1992. Peter Richardson sought party status in both dockets and was 
denied such .by the Board. Id. The Mad Dog Chapter of Trout 
Unlimited and Peter F. Cammann, appellants who appealed the Dam 
Order with VNRC, withdrew from the case prior to issuance of the 
parfy status order. 

IV. Standard of Review 

- The Board conducted.de novo hearings in these apPeals. 10 
I“. . 

+ 

.I V.S.A. § 1024(a): lo V.S.A. s 1099(a). - 

V.’ Joint Hearincs 
‘. 

$n June 15., 1992, the Board issued, an 
joint,evidentiary hearings (this proceeding). 
not consolidated. 

. 

I 

Order -providing for ‘. 
The two dockets were 

The Board heard these appeals on September 30, Cctober. l-3, 
October 6 and October 14, 1992. On October'l4,. .1992;the'Board 
recessed the etiidentiary hearings and provided an opportunity for ., 
theparties to submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, as well as legal memoranda. _ SRI, VNRC and Winooski One filed 
'proposed findings and, conclusions ,of law on November 4, .1992, fol- 
lowed by reply memoranda on November 12, 1992. 

., 1 

IV. Deliberations / 
_’ 

: 

The Board began deliberations “on ,these appeals upon receipt 
of,the parties! filings. 

On January 26, 199,3, the'- Board received a letter from VNRC, 
.objecting to the participation of:Chair Rocheleau pending full 

., 

disclosure by him o,f information concerning‘ his firm's clients in 
'order that appellants might evaluate the Chair's po,ten,tial con- 

, 
'2 
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2. 
VRRC's notion Rtqutsting Gppltmtnttl ltstilnony of Kathtttn ialion is .' 

htrtby dtnitd, Tht apptllant's notion Rqutsting the ioard to Tskt Official 

Notice of Wttthtr Data and Qktm Hountsin. inc., #2SO351-l*A-ES, Findings of 

Ftct, Conclusions .of Ltw and Order (March 27, 1992) is hereby grenttd. 

Nwtvtr, sin& 'tht March 27, 1992 dttiSion nas not tht Enviromntal Board's 

final 'decision in' 'this mttttr, officitl notict also is ttktn _ of Okemo 

Mountain; Inc. ,(Rtvistd), #2S0351-12A-Eg, Findings of Fact, Conclusions 'of Law 

and Ordtr (July 23, 1992). 

3 

flicts of interest. On January.27; 1993, counsel' for the 'Board 
.sent to all parties an affidavit from Chair Rocheleau and a cover 
letter responding to VNRC's request. The parties were given an 
opportunity to file written responses with the Board until noon, 
February 1, I993. ANR, SRI, VNRC and Winooski One all filed timely 
responses. On February 6, 1993, each Board member received formal 
notice of Chair ZRocheleau's recusal,from this proceeding. 

a 

The remaining Board members (the Board) continued delibera-‘ 
.tions..without the-participation of Chair Rocheleau. In ,light of 
the Chair's recusal, the Board deemed the <parties' requests for :"*. 
further.discl'osures moot.' The Board reviewed the record, and in 
particula r‘all preliminary and evidentiary rulings made by Chair 
Rocheleduto determine whether or not,to reconvene the hearing to 
rehear arguments‘of the parties on any procedural or substantive' 
matters. The Board unanimously concluded that the hearing should 
not'be reconvened and. it unanimously voted ,to,ratify all rulings 
made by its Chair. The- Board then declared the record complete, 
and at its final deliberations on February '8, 1993, it voted to 
.adopt this decision. Members Adler, Davies, DesMeules and Rachlin 
voted to approve the decision, and to issue it under the signature 
of each member. , 

Findinffs of Fact .and Conclusions of Law 

To-the extent that any party's proposed findings of fact.and 
conclusions of law are included below they are granted: otherwise, 
they are denied.* The evidence in,this proceeding was 
Voluminous, complex and often contradictory, requiring'the Board 
to exercise its discretion in determining the weight that should 
be given any particular.exhibit .or bit of testimony. Considering 
the record as a whole and applicable Vermont law the Board .makes .. 
the following Findings of'Fact, .and Contilusions of Law. ” ~a 

._I. 'General Findincys and Conclusions 

A. 
._ ,. Backerround ., ., :.. ',,,,. .;. 

'1.%&e Sugarbush'ski r&ort.consis'ts of. two separate alhine ski 
areas,.. Sugarbush,South. and Sugarbush North, that are not 
,connected .by ski terrain but are linked by car and shuttle 

I - ., . 
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transport. One lift ticket allows skiing at both areas. .The' 
project under consideration in this proceeding relatesto . 

enhancing the availability of water for snowmaking at 
Sugarbush South only. 

2. Sugarbush South currently has a snowmaking system that relies 
7G~exclusively on water withdrawn from, Clay Brook. Clky Brook , 

. . 

. 

3. 

t‘. i 

4. 

>5.." 
‘. 

6. 

drains much of the'terrain at Sugarbush South and is a-tribu- . 

tary of.the Mad River. During a typical year between 48 and 
60 millon gallons. o,f water is withdrawn from Clay Brook for ..,: 
,'.this,purpose allowing SRI to achieve coverage over approxi- :..-t 
mately.'80 acres or. 32% of its, existing 250 acres of ski:,:_:;, 
terrain. . 

(, 
‘. 

:The proposed water withdrawal facility and pond will be con- 
.nected via a pipeline'transmission system to the existing on-. 
-mountain snowmaking system at Sugarbush South. Subsequently, . 
SRI',plans to apply for 'additional permits to refurbish, re- 
configure and expand the existing snowmaking system at 
Sugarbush South.. SRI,also plans during those future permit 
proceedings', to seek approval for improvements,- primsrily 
widening, to the existing Sugarbush South ski trail net-work 
adding approximately ,100 acres to its existing 250 acres of 
ski terrain and expanding its snowmaking sy,stem accordingly. 

\ 

All future trail improvements and expansion, will be in accor- 
dance with the approvals contained in the 1983 Record of 
Decision and Final Environmental Impact Study (the EZS) pre- 
pared by the United States Forests Service (from which SRI ,‘, 
holds a Special Use Permit to occupy and use most/of the 
skiing terrain located at. Sugarbush South). The EIS also, 
approves a "Master Plan" ,development strategy through which 
'SRI could 'make improvements designed (to generate additional".- ~ 

skier traffic up to its designated comfortable carrying 
capacity. 

: . 

8: The Proiect ( ._ .’ 
: 

. 
4 

%he 'project subject%to Board jurisdiction in this proceeding j ” 
consists of the construction and operation'of a water with- 
drawal'faciiity and storage pond for the purpose,of providing 
Water for snowmaking'at the Sugarbush ski resort and, to a' 

,:,,,,, 

lesser,extent, municipal fire'protection (the "project"). ‘. 
8 

The project includes a 9.6 acre, 43:5 million gallon storage 
pond that will be located on a.176 acre parcel of land owned '. 
by the Kingsburys. 
Warren town line, 

This property straddles the Waitsfield- 
west of*Route 100, and is adjacent to the 

.Mad River. Water will be withdrawn from the river and trans- 
ferred to the pond by gravity via two water withdrawal pipes. , 

4 
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7. 

": 1. 

. .. 

8. 

-. 

9. 

10. 

’ 

The first or Itlow flow" pipe will'be 24 inches in diameter and 
will include a' continuously variable, computer controlled ’ 

valve. This valve would' control the amount of water being. ’ 
withdrawn from,the Mad River when flows are between .5 and 
l.Ck cubic feet per second 'per square mile of watershed (csm) 

.in accordance with the formula. Under this formula no with- : 

drawal will occur when natural in-stream flows (in-stream 
flows) 'are. .5 csm3 or less. . The rate of withdrawal will be, 

.‘.> 
7 

controlled or "stepped-down"' so that'.'it will gradually L.: 
decrease from 3 ;o’ao gallons,.per minute, (.gpm) ; .when.in-stream 1 .,.,:. 
f16Ws exceed' 1 .O csm, to zero gpm when flows are .5. csm or ‘.’ 

l&G.’ . ,’ ,, ,( 
’ . ., ., 

. . 
: 

The top of the concrete vertical,riser for the low flow pipe *! 
wilf be set at an elevation corresponding'to the minimum flow 
rate. Safety mechanisms, including a "fail closedtl valve and 
alarms, will insure that no withdrawals can occur whenever ’ 

in-stream flows are below the minimum flow rate. The maximum 
withdrawal capacity of the low flow pipe under the most*advan- 
tageous ~flow conditions is 3,000 gpm. 

The second or "high-flowtf pip e will be 48 inches in diameter, 
and will be, connected to a tenfoot diameter concrete riser 
at the edge of the river set at an elevation that will prevent 
any water from being withdrawn by this larger pipe until in-, 
stream flows exceed 1.2 csm. When flows exceed that value, s.; 
the rate of,withdrawal via the high flow pipe will be limited 

,, 

only by the pipe's hydrologic capacity.-- Under the most advan- 
tageous conditions, sustained high flows above 1.2 csm, it 
Would take approximately 12 hours to fill the entire 43.5 . 

million gallonstorage pond. ._( . , 
., 

I 

The low flow pipe will'not be operated between @arch 15 or ice ’ 
out, which ever later occurs, and'November 1. During this 
period'the high flow pipe w,ill only be operated to refill the, 
pond' in, anticipation of the next snowmaking season orf if. 
necessary, to' maintain its use as' a resetioir for fire ., .I, 
(hydrants on the Stigarbush Access Road. : ,. 

. . ., 

11. Both withdraw& pipes .will dperate by gravity and wili be set' 
into a recessed area in the riverbank adjacent to--the pond. s 
The pond' would be created .primarily by excavation with an 
'embankment of two feet or less at the n,ortherly end. SRI has . 

obtained local and Act 250 permits for disposal of the' fill ’ 

and gravel that would be excavated. 

. 
; 

. 3 
This, flow corresponds to the uintcr 7Q2 fiov established as being 

88bialogicsl ly justified” in the Edg Mortsliiy Analysis di scusstd klOU (See 

findings #81 through #99). 

5 
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. . . 

12. The pond will be connected,'to the existing snowmaking system 
i. I+ at Sugarbush South via a 3.2 mile, 16, inch diameter under- 
ground pipeline which will be laid from a pump house adjacent 
to the pond, within a.private easement to the Sugarbush Access 
Road, and,then up that road to Sugarbush.South.' -, 

13&The expanded snowmaking system envisioned for Sugarbush South 
.;:will'have'a peak capacity of 5,000 ghm. The current snowmak- . . 

ing system.at Sugarbush South has a capacity of 800 gpm. ,.'., 
, i’ * , 

..14. The,transmission pipeline will terminate at a 1~O;OOO'gallon .' ,’ 
'holding tank at Sugarbush ‘South. The first 75,000 gallons. ._".' 

. within the ,holding ;"t&k. will. be permanently committed to_ ’ :. . 
service nine' fire hydrants which will be installed at SRI's 
expense ii&g ,the Sugarbush Access Road, at points to be. 
designated by the Town of Warren Fire 'Department. T-he' .’ 

..;c.expanded snowmaking system will then draw from the uncommitted < .& 
25,000 gallons in this tank. _ 

_ 

15. In addition.to the pond, construction at the'project site Will 
include a permanent base for the weir installed in.the river- 
bed. The rest of the weir consists of' removable vertical ', 
posts and "stop logs" that when installed will be equal in : 

height to the elevation representing.an in-stream flow of I:2 
csm:' The vertical'posts and stop logs will be in place only 
between November 1 and March 15 or ice out which ever l$ter .’ 
occurs (snowmaking season). 

, 

16. A heated.Parshall flumenwill be,constructed between the weir . 
'Andy the edge of/ the river bank adjacent to the pond. The _. 
flume will provide instantaneous measurements of in-stream 
flows during the.snowmaking season'to ensure that the required : ._ 

withdrawal rates and the step-down formula are adhered’ to.. 
’ The flume will be .loca,ted slightly downstream of theeactual 

i 

withdrawal point. The flow through the flume and.-the volume I’ 

of water withdrawn will be measured separately. The in- 
. stream flow'will then be calculated instantaneously as the sum '. 

of these two,.measurements and will be used to determine the * 

<‘&mount of water being.diverted to the.pond. /’ I 
.’ . . 

17. These data will'be fed'directly from the\ measuring devices in 
the flume to the computer controlling the low.'flow pipevalve, .- 

and will also be visible‘simultaneously'on monitoring gauges 
to be installed at the pump house and in the main snowmaking, 
control room at Sugarbush South. A permanent printed record 
of all daily flow measurements will be maintained. An audio 
and visual alarm system will be activated in both the pump- 
house and the main contk_oL room if the low flow pipe valve ” 

should fail for any reason. If such a failure occurs, the 
valve is designed to fail into a closed or shut mode. ; 

6 : 

. 

r: 

* 
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.A d * 

,.: 
I 

r‘ 

18. 

C. Board Jurisdiction : 

The Board's jurisdiction in this case-is limited solely to the 
construction and operation of the storage pond and the assocy 
iated water withdrawal facility on the Mad River. ,’ 

-. . . 

19,: 

. . 

:. . . 

20. 

21. 
P 

22. 
.I 

Under the Dam Order-appeal, .the Board must determine whether 
the,proj.ect.will serve the,"public good.lq 'See: 10 V.S.A. 
§ 1086 '(defines llpublic goodIt as meaning "the greatest benefit,, . 
of the people of the state."). In determining, the public ; 
good, the Board must give "due consideration," among otherb 
things, to'the'effect. the project will 'have on each',of 13 ':,' 
+ements contained.within 10 V,S.A,. 5-.1086(a).4 'To the extent<.. 

7 

'because the project ,involves the construction of an iiipound-.', . 
ment capable of storing more than 500,000 cubic feet of water, 
it is subject to the permitting requirements of, 10 V.S.A. ; ., ’ 
Chapter 43. See 10 V.S.,A. 5 1082,(,a). The' project does- not' ,; ,: ‘. 
relate to the generation'of electric energy for publicuse or, ‘,, ,/ 
as part of-a public utility system, nor is it an "agricultural ::,.. 
dam! as defined under10 V.S.A. g 1083a. Consequently,,juris- : 1 
diction of this project rests with the ANR initially and with 
this Board on appeal. 10 V.S.A. 0 1081(a); 10 V.S.A/ 5 1099' 
(a).' 

In order to obtain,a permit pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 9 1344 from ,' 
the Corps of Engineers Section 401,of the ,Federal Clean Water, 
Act requires SRI to obtain'a certification from the State of 
Vermont that the project does not, violate applicable Vermont ,. 
water, quality requirements.. Jurisdiction as the certifying 
agency of the State of Vermont lies with the ANR under 10 
V.S.A..,§ 1004. 

The project is not subject to the provisions of IO V.S.A. _ 

Chapter 41, Subch. 2 (Alteration of,Streams), pursuant to 10 
V.S.A. 5 1021(e) (Supp. 1992). 

D.' SCOD~ Of R8vi8+‘ , 
. .I 

‘ 

4 
The thirteen elements to be consideied are: (1) quantity, kind and 

extent of cultivtted agricirltural , land that may be rendered . unfit for use * 

the project, tnciuding both the inmediate ind 
/ inpscts; (2) scenic ‘and recreati+ values; 

forests and forest programs: (5) the need for 

rate schedule to protect the natural rate of 

affected waters; (6) the existing uses of the 

f ish,ing, suimning and other recreationat ’ uses: 

to navfgation, fishing, suimning 

long range’ agricultural land. use I 

(3) fish and wildlife; (4) 
a minimm water discharge flow 

flow and water quality of the 

water by the plb(ic for boating,: . 

(7) the creation of any hazard’ I 

or other public uses; (8) the need for , 

tinker or tree grouth from all or pert of the 

any public benefits; (10) fhk cLassi ica- 

7 

Cutting clean and remova I of all 
f louage area: (9) the creation of 

e . 
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P 
that the applicable Vermont Water Quality Standards are not \ 

listed among the 13 statutory elements under the dam statute, . ‘._ ‘. 

they are among the "other things t' that the Board should >con" 
,. sider under 10 V.S.A. 5 1086(a). i Although the Board must 
consider, and make. findings as ,to each .elemen,t, ;Cn re: 
BU 0lt3h 138 vt. 573 ,574 (i980),.the Board.retarns. discre- 

""tikk'in 'determining &he relative weight to give eatih one. 
See: 6n re:. Town of Sherburne, 154 Vt. 5961 607 (1990), : 
involving similar'statute requiring the Board.to.give ?due : 
'consideration"- to, a list of statutory elements. It 'isnot ,., ;’ 

. . ~~incumbent~ upon 'the Board ,to ,determine that,'each element, 
individually supports'the overall conclusion, regarding the I.. 
projeeVs impact on the public good. Cf. id. at 608. .Rather,, 
'the~Board must weigh all the elements required by the.statute .. 
to determine whether the "greatest benefit of the people of , 

..L the state" is served by the project. 10 V.S.A. 3 1086(a)., 
; ; 
i 

If the agency having jurisdiction'finds that'the project 
Will serve the public good,, the agency shall issue an order- 
approving ,the application and may attach conditions,lt con- .' 
siders necessary to .prot,ect any of the thirteen elements of.. 
the public good. The order must also include conditions for 
minimum stream flow to protect ,fish and other in-stream _I _ 

aquatic life. Otherwise the agency.must issue its order 
disapproving the application. See: 10 V.S.A. § 1086(b). 

The applicant for a permit, in this case SRI, has the 
burden of production and persuasion. . h 

23; In.determining whether .the State should certify' the'project 
under Section 401 of the Federal'Clean Water Act; the Board 
must consider the manner in which the project will be operated ’ 

or conducted and determine that applicable effluent limita- 
tions or'other limitations or other applicable water quality. , 

requirements will not be violated. See_ 33 v.S,C. § 1341(a).(4). ‘, 

In Vermont, the applicable water quality requirements are,set ,.::: 
forth in the Vermont Water Quality Standards (VWQS), effective. ,_. 

.,$May 27, 1991.5 ’ With.respect to. the'401. Certification, the :’ 
. . . . * 

‘,. 

tion, if aw, .of the affected waters undc( ,chapter 47 ‘of ,Tjtle 10; (11) w 
rppl icable state, regionat or municipal PLam (12) IlMiCipal grand lists and ” ,, 

revenues; - and (13) public safety. 

5, All parties .in this proceeding considered this %di ti& . 

the Iau of the case, even though SRI applied for a Water Quality Certification 

on May 7, 1991, twenty days before the effective date of theie standards; The 

Board agrees that .. application of the, ‘current rather than the 1990 VUQS iS 

appropriate in this proceeding for three reasons i 1) the appl icant Chose not ’ 
to take advantage of the grandfathering provi s i.on of 0 l-01 of the 1991 
standards, despi KC the fact that this section was adopted by the Board for the 

m 

8 
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Board. must affirmatively find, like- the certifying agency, 
that there is a reasonable assurance that the activity will _ 
be operated or conducted in a manner that Will not violate 
applicable water quality standards. See 40 CFR § 121.2(a) 
(3). 

T$?. The applicant for a 401 Certi,fication*, in thiscase SRI, 
has the burden of production and persuasion. 

24. The remaining findings of fact and conclusions 

‘( 

'of law 'are 

.‘c organized under the thirteen elements of 30 V.S.A? § 1086(a). 
To. the extent that'applicable sections of the VWQS are not 
addressed under 'the .thirteen :'elements, they are addressed 1%' 
under "other elements" 'in Section II(O) below. Findings of 
Fact.and Conclusions of 'Law.are not repeated when applicable .- 
to more than one review requirement. 
’ I : 

II*: 
Sbecific Findincs and Conclusions 

A. With regard to tuthe quantity',' kind and extent of cul- 
tivated agricultural land that may be rendered unfit ror use by 
the proposed project, including both the imnediate and long tern 
agricultural land use impacts" (10 V.S.A. §. 1986(a) (1)): 

25. In the preliminary stages of. its search for a water withdrawal 
and storage pond site, SRI identified the following critical 
criteria: (1) located adjacent to the Mad River; (2) gravity- 
,driven- withdrawal system: (3). large enough and has proper' ‘. 

subsurface geologic conditions to enable construction of an 
adequately sized storage pond; and (4) reasonably close to 
Sugarbush south with available routes'for the Water transmis- 
sion pipeline. SRI investigated at le'ast,sdven alternatives 

. . for providing water and storage to meet .its 'snowmaking needs. 
'All of these alternatives were rejected by SRI because they 
did not meet one or more of the siting criteria. 

‘. 

rllhe' site of the proposed water withdrawal facility and 
.&ond is the only alternative known to SRI that meets the 

',;Ccritical citing criteria.,' ’ 

26. The pond site will,occupy apprdximately 9.6 acres of cleared 
land, that in the past has been used as,a hay field. ., 

27. This former hay"field is located in the 100 year floohplain 
. as demarcated in the flood hazard zoning ordinances of.the 
Towns of Waitsfield and Warren. 

benefit of applicants like SRI; 2) ‘t’he ANR applied the 1Wl standards ‘, in its 

review of the project; and 3) the 1001 standards reflect the State’s ‘cur rent 

pot icy uith respect to the management and protection of Vermont’s uatcr 

r”4 
resources. 

9 '. 
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28. The former hay field is the only possible-location on the 176 
'acre parcel owned by the Kingsburys suitable for the construc- 
tion of a storage pond of sufficient size to meet the ne,eds 
of the project. 

29. The property on which the. pond will be located' is not , 
.+%ppresently being utilized as cultivated agricultural land and \ 

does not have significant value for such\use. 
., . 

30. The:.proposed pond site does not possess any unique charac- 
6. ,i. ~ teristics to suggest it would ,be suitable,for production.'of. :,.-. 

:‘: a high value cultivated crop. In-fact, the site has several. ~ ,, 

:c. attributes that detract from its viability for production'of' 
anything other than forage crops. 

-. 
3i. The use of the former hay field for the pond site will not 
2'. have any adverse impact upon, or interfere with the continua'-. 
.tidn of, agriculture .on other'lands in the vicinity. 

With regard to 
5 108f;a)(2): 

t1sceni.c and recreational value!P (10 V.S.A. 
., 

32. 

-- : 

33. 

34. 

.- 35. 
_ . 

The pond will be created by excavating below the natural 
.cotitour'at the site and will not ,invoive the construction of.,, 
substantial or highly visible structures such as large berms'. : 

or dams. 

Mqst of the existing vegetation surrounding the pond including' 
aLwetland on its westerly edge will be preserved. A greenbelt; . . 

.between the .pond'site and the river has been designed to,_ 
?;;Pinsure that an area of existing vegetationis retained in 
order to minimize the visual impact of the pond particularly 
.when viewed from/Route lO0. 

,_ 

The existing land uses in the vicinity of the project consist 
of a mixture of open and wooded lands most of which are 
undeveloped. There are occasional scattered residences and 
ancillary,buildings. -. 

. The project has been designed to minimize negative impacts on 
scenic or recreational values. 

. 

:. ._ 
1 

'36; The pond has been designed to transition gradually up to the 
boundary of the existing wetland. This, is accomplished by 
making the pond shallower at the westerly end and by planting 
appropriate vegetation in the shallow portion of the pond near 
its the wetland. 

37. The water withdrawal fadility will not be readily visible from 
Route 100 or other pub1,i.c highways or lands. 
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. 
_. 

All stream bank areas disturbed as a result of the 
construction of.the project w.ill be promptly stabilized and 
revegetated. 

c. With regard 'to "fish and wildlifeIf (10 V.S.A. 5 2486. 
(a) 13)): . . . 

39. 

. . 

40. 

. 

41. 

By,designing the pond to be shallow at the westerly end in the ~’ 
vicinity of the wetland and by planting Appropriate vegetation , 

in this transitional area waterfowl and :other wildlife will ~ .;,: ,. 
be benefited. , ., . ., ‘. : . ,. - ; I : 7 ‘:. 

: .’ : ‘. , .- 
The.Mad River flows in a generally northerly direction 'irorn "' 
its headwaters through Warren Village, past the project site ’ _ 
through Waits-field Village eventually 'reaching the Winooski 
River. The watershed in'the headwaters section (i.e. upstream 
of' Warren Village.) is primarily. undeveloped and, forested. 
Excellent,trout habitat is found throughout this area which .' 
is characterized by,a narrow stream,channel, good water depth, 
and diversity of pool, habitats. 

In the area between the Villages of Warren and Waitsfield', 
where the project is'located, the Mad River loses gradient and 
becomes wider. The- watershed in this section is more 
developed, primarily residential and agricultural in nature, ') 
with some commercial development. The river channel is more ’ 
uniform in nature,' and can be generally.described as a. series 
of long, shallow riffles (faster ,moving, relatively shallow 
areas) and occasional 'large deep pools (slowest .moving, 
deepest areas). In this area the reduced percentage of pool.: _ 
habitat, the relative lack .of large'boulders,'.undercut stream. . 
banks and woody debris in the river all contribute to diminish ’ 
the amount of cover habitat available forI.adult and juvenile - 
fish. Streamside vegetation in this section includes some 
vegetation providing shade and'cover such as trees and.shrubs, _, 
but ,along significant. portions of the river bank sui=h,, 
vegetation has been removed thus reducing the shading (i.e. :I: 

-’ . .'-cooling) effect of.such vegetation. ‘S _-. . 
: . ‘.- 

42. 

43. 

Below Waitsfield' Village, the river becomes 'inckeasingly " 
affected by historical" and present land use.. practices' , ’ 
including reduction of shade and cover vegetation. 

i 
_. ,,. 

: I 
The Mad River contains populations of brook, brown and rainbow 
trout as well as nongame species.of fish including blacknosed _ 
date, longnosed date, white sucker, longnosed sucker, cre'ek 
chub and common shiner. Tributaries of the Mad River also 
.contain populations of trout and other fish. 

44. The Vermont,Department of Fish and Wildlife currently stocks 

/4 
the Mad River annually with 2,000 brook trout, 1,000 brown 

11 
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, 
trout and 2,,000 rainbow trout. This equates to approximately 
250 'trout per river mile. The majority of these trout are 

'. ,. expected to be removed within a short time as ,a'reSult of 
sport fishing .and 'other factors including predation. The 
remaining stocked trout generally do not survive into the next, 
fishing season., ,, 

kg,* 
- a..* 

45. Fish.population surveys performed in 1991 along the'Mad River 
it, the vicinity,of the project indicate between 1.7 and 18.5 
pounds of trout per acre. Previous ANk, studies' of other 

. . . 9 Vermont rivers have recorded'trout populations of between 35 
and 350 pounds,per acre. The current trout population of the. 
lad River is substantially less than that of other Vermont 
rivers preferred for trout fishing such as'the Dog River and 

. the Batten Xiii. This .is largely the result of the combined 
-effect of substantial 'sedimentation, the lack of adequate 

~JittoVGr habitat and high<water tenpera.tures duking the summer 
due to a lack of adequate shade, all of which are attributable 
to historical and current land use practices. A sustained 
increase in trout populations in the Mad River will require, 
among other things, concerted, long-term efforts to restore 
and enhance both in-stream'habitat and streamside vegetation. . . . 

46. ANR recently conducted a study of fish populations on upland 
streams in the Mad River watershed, including Clay Brook, In 
Clay Brook this study concluded that fish populations below 
Sugarbush's present point of water withdrawal on Clay Brook 
equal or exceed populations above the withdrawal. 

,’ 

f-- 

47. 

; 

Trout population studies conducted to date cannot reliably 
predict the long-term trout population 'of'the Mad River. 
Trout populations .are naturally subject to very wide 
fluctuations and thus a ohe or.two 'year population su~ey, 
such as was conducted on the Mad River, may not reflect long- 
term averages. Other surveys conducted .in Vermont-by ANR for 
periods of between.five and-20 years indicate fluctuations of 
*!between 250 and.810% 'in pounds per acre and.between 440 and 

.,4i720% 'in the number of trout'per'mile ,in a .giveri stream 
'"'section.. 

“ 

, . 

48.. Early‘winter (October through.December) is the-critical time '. 

49. 

period for mobile trout life stages. 'Stress during this 
period is caused.by declining water temperatures coinci'ding 
with high stream flows. Durihg this period the river is 
typically ice free. 

Mid-winter high flow events may also adversely affect adult 
populations by causing an-increase in metabolism resulting in 
an increased demand for non-abundant food. Such events can 
also cause increased energy exertion by fish to maintain' 
stream position resulting in weight‘ loss, stress, flushing and 

12 
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mortality. Substrate, scouring caused by 'winter high ,flow 
events may also result in the loss of incubating eggs. 

The United,States Geological Survey (t'USGS1f) gauging-station 
in Moretown (Moretown gauge) is located on the Mad River . . . . 

.TzapprOXimately ten miles downstream from the pFO]eCt sr.oe. The. 
Moretown gauge automatically records the river flows every' 
fifteen minutes and the USGS .publishes a;,daily record of . 

..,,:flows..., _The USGS 'has published these data since 1929. 
‘. ’ 

.;.,:.. 

> 

SRI'conducted an'analytical'comRarison of the hydrology df'~theY~~._ “’ 
Mad River at the proposed point of withdrawal with the sixty- 
three years (1929-19911 of.flow data then availab1.e from the, ’ 

52. 

Moretown gauge. On the basis of that analysis SRI concluded 
there was a onerto-one',correlation between unitized flows 
(i.e. flow. measured as csm rather than as total volume or ' 
-cubic.feet per second) at the Eoretown gauge and the site of.:' 
the proposed withdrawal. On the basis of that conclusion SRI 
relied on the 'flow data at the Moretown gauge to predict flows 
at the proposed withdrawal site. 

It is standard and accepted,procedure for hydrologists to 
assume that, absent a major withdrawal, discharge or 
impoundment in between, two locations on the same river-within 
close proximity such as the Moretown gauge and the proposed 
withdrawal site will have the same unitized flow. 

SRI installed a stilling‘well to automatic&ly.record river 
depth at the project site. These measureme'nts‘were used to' 
create a rating curve to depict the relationship between'water 
depth and. stream flow. Using this rating curve, ,stream flows 
were then calculated for all time periods for which',accurate 
river depth data were available from the stilling well. SRI,. 
al& collected actual' in-stream flow. measurements at, the, 
,stilling well site using a hand-held velocity meter. 

54.i.SRI.prepa'red an October 6, 1989 report entitledMad River 
??$nowmakina Withdrawal Hvdroloaic Evaluation ("1989 Hydrologic ‘* 
-. Evaluation") using the record of daily flow data, collected 
from/ December 15, 1986 to November. 30, 1987 at the stilling 

-; .well site, "including,the stilling well data and the&,velocity 

'. Get&r data. 

55. A significant portion of the wintertime stilling tie11 data 
collected' in 1986-87 was rendered unreliable by ice .I. 

influences. The USGS experiences this same problem at the 
Moretown gauge and reports its winter data as "estimated 

ivalues.lW 5 

56. On January 31, 1991, the ANR performed an analysis of SRI's 

F flow data, taking into account stilling well data subjected 
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57. 
‘_. 

58. 

i 

59. 

60. 

I 

to ice influences, and found that the available data were not 
sufficient to support SRI's earlier conclusion that there was 
a,one-to-one correlation between flows at the Moretown gauge 
andlat the project withdrawal site. 

, 
_ 

\ 

A&Ft did not consider this-' situation sufficiently serious to' 
warrant denial of SRI's applications for either the;bam order 
or the 401 Certification, but instead imposed a condition .' "' 
aflowing'for the adjustment of the step-down formula based on 
the. evaluation of additional'winter flow data with which to ; ._ 
recalculate'the correlation between flows .at 'the Moretown I'.'..; 
gauge dnd at .the project withdrawal site. . %. ., ,, 

/.’ 
While the one to one correlhtion is apparently irin the ball' 
park," given the relative paucity of reliable winter flow data 
at 'the proposed withdrawal site, it is unclear what the exact 
statistical relationship is between unitized flows at' the 
proposed withdrawal site and the Moretown gauge. Until this 
statistical relationship is accurately defined by means of 
regression analysis based on adequate and reliable data the 
step-down formula and minimum flow rate' cannot.be properly 
calculated.. \ 

If that process shows that the'correspondence is other than 
one-to-one, SRI has agreed that the minimum flow rates imposed 
by any 'permit should be adjusted to reflect the modified' 
correspondence value. 
site are.typically 

For example, if flows at the'withdrawal 

.5 csm6 
.6 csm, when flows at Moretown gauge are 

(a five-to-six ratio), the minimum flow rate 'at the 
withdrawal site of 0.5 csm would be proportionally increased. '. 
30 .6 csm, (the winter 742 at that location) and,the low flow 
?ipe would reach maximum withdrawal capacity of 3,000 gpm at 
1.21 csm instead of l.Ol.csm-(1.01 csm x 0.6 + 0.5 = 1.21) 
jresuming the relationship betweon the two, sites remains 
.inear over the range of stream flow values. 

'rbvided that, as required by the order below, an accurate' : ‘. 
:oricelation bdtween the Moretown gauge and,the withdrawal.site , 

.‘s determined and the step-down formula adjusted accordingly 
lrior to the initial commencement of ,wat'er withdrawal,' the .I 
ccuracy and reliability of SRI's evidence based on the ..' 
assumed one-to-one corre1atio.n. in flows will not be affected. 
because the relative.differences will remainthe same. .The 
Board believes that the conditions set forth.in this ,Order 
adequately address the, problems inherent in the data flow '. 
correlation submitted for this proceeding. 

. ’ 

‘6 
The winter seven-day median ;ow flow (702) USIA in the “Egg 

study* 
Mortality 

c set findings Y8L * through #99). 
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Thk ANR has prepared at least two interim draft low flow 
procedures in recent years modeled on the New England Flow 
Policy.. However, neither of these interim drafts has been 
proposed or adopted as either a rule or procedure under the 
Vermont,Administrative Procedure Act (3. V.S.A. Chapter ,25). 

?$The 1990 ,draft provided for no more than a five' percent 
reduction in available habitat as a'result of .any reduction 1 
in, stream flow. The 1991,‘draft.does not limit habitat, _,. 
reduction to,5%'but instead,refers to maintaining a highlevel,,. 

. .: of habitat protection. 
* . . 

: ,.” I 
. I ,_ ..,.,, &.,’ ._, s .: / . . s 

62. In.1981, ,the U.S. Fish and Wildlife'Sewice (USFWS) adopted 
a "New England Flow Policy I1 that was last amended in i983.. 
This policy provides a useful framework foranalysis in this 
proceeding, but is. not dispositive. Compliance with this 
policy is not required under Vermont or federal law applicable 
in this proceeding. 

:i i 

63. 

65. 
. . 

The. purpose of 'the New England Flow Policy is to provide 
guidance on what minimum flows are necessary to protect the 
biological integrity, of strea.ns. Such ~minimum flows are' 
referred to as "aquatic base flows" (ABF). This policy 
describes three alternative methods by which acceptable 
aquatic base flows,can be determined. . 

The'first alternative is 'where inadesuate. flow records exist 
or -for rivers regulated by dams .or upstream diversions.' In 
such cases USFWS recommends an ABF derived from the,average 
of the.median,August monthly records for representative New ” 
England streams. 
unless 

This ABF applies at all times of the year, 
superseded by' spawning and incubation. flow 

recommendations.. The USFWS recommends.flows 
fall/winter and 4.0 csm, 'in the spring 
applicable, spawning and incubation periods. 

The-second alternative is where a minimum of 
gauging records eiist at or near a project 

ofl.Ocsminthe 
for the entire ,I 

25 years of USGS : 
site on .a' river 

44zha.t is basically free flowing. "In such 'cases USFWS.- ’ 
recommends an ABF equivalent to the.median August flow for the . . 
period of record unless sup‘erseded by spawning and incubation ’ 
flow recommendations. The USFWS. recommends flows equivalent . . 
to thethistorical median stream flow throughout the applicable 
spawning and incubation periods. I , 

'66. The third alternative is toallow stream specific minimum flow 
proposals that are tlbiologically justified" on the basis of 
site specific study. ,,. 

t 
. 

67. 'SRI relied upon the New England Flow Policy and supported its 
proposed minimum flow rdte on the basis of study and analysis 

15 
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P 
designed to m88t the ttbiological justification" provision 
under the third alternative. 

68. 

_-_ .. 
-_ :i 

The size and health of the existing populations of fish and 
other aquatic biota in a complex river ecosystem are subject 
to many unknown and uncontrollable variables. Aquatic habitat 1 

', 

in the river, however, 
(I 

is quantifiable'and may be analyzed 
with an acceptable degree of scientific rigor. There exists 
a widely accepted and standardized computer modeling technique : 
.for studying aquatic habitat.known as th8 Instream Flow \.‘,. 

Incremental Methodology (t;IFIM1l).. .:, ‘.. I” ;“,‘,‘*,i ‘ 
. ‘:, . . ‘. .., : ,’ 

. * 

69. 

. - 
-2 

70. 

,r- . 

*. 

31. 

'IPIM employs a computer modeling system, Called the Physical h 
Habitat Simulation System (PHABSIM),. and site specific 
information for 'a -'given stream to predict the effects of 
changes 'in flow on fish or aquatic biota habitat by life 
stage. 'Variables such as temperature, water velocity, depth 
and substrate type ~(i.e._type of river bottom -- sandy, silty,.. 
gravelly, cobbly, etc.) under certain flow ra,teS are analyzed 
to estimate the amount of habitat that may exist for a 
particular species or life stage under various stream flows. 

The..IFIM methodology was developed as a tool to provide 
bptions for consideration by policy makers. IFIM does not 
3ive.a single value for acceptable habitat under predicted 
flow.conditions. Rather, the IFIM produ,ces .a range of *values ’ 
Car the amount of suitable.habitat under each .flow regime 
=onsidered. The more site specific and less extrapolated data 
shat are entered into the computer model, the mor,e-likely the 
Fredictions mad8.i.n the.IFIM will be representative of actual 
labitat conditions. 

. , 
. 

?h8 'hresence'of ice in the stream channel'may. affect the 
tydraulic modeling used in an IFIM study so that the habitat- 
flow relationship predicted by the IFIM may be less accurate 
rhen, ice 'is present. Under such circumstances the IFIM 
l esults should be'interpreted conservatively.. The ANR, uses 

, 
- 

:he IFIM methodology in.'determining acceptable minimum stream 
'lows even in-cases wh'ere the presence of ice is 'a factor 

,because there .is no better methodology available. 
. . 

72. SRI performed an. IFIM study over a 5.2 mile long portion of 
the river extending above and below the withdrawal site. This 
study area includes the area most affected by the proposed 
withdrawal which extends from the point of withdrawal- 
downstream past the river's. confluence with Mill Brook 
("affected reach"'). As part of this study, four stations, 
each with five specific cross-sections, <were selected by SRI, 
.with the concurrence of ANR, as representative of the entire 
reach -- two stations upstream and two stations downstream of 
the withdrdwal site. . 

16 
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The importance of each variable considered in the IFIM study 
changes according to the species and life Stage that is .. 
critical at any given time, and in response to natural ’ 
pressure from other species. For example, juvenile and adult' 
brook trout are generally found inthe upland mountain streams 
..’ . 

74. 

.,,xhat are steeper in gradient, faster-flowing .and more 
“‘“bouldery, ,such as the lieadwater of the Mad River and 'many of 

the river's. tributaries. Brown, and rainbow trout are the .’ 
predominant trout species in the.lower gradient,‘vall‘ey bottom ,': 
section ‘of -the Mad River between Warren and Waitsfield.,,,,;,:, 
villages within which .the, ,.5.2 'mile ,IFIM ,study area was,$:::;.;; ., 
located. ,' : ,, ,, : / / ..“,., 

.‘I 
*. , 

. : ,. 
In SRI's IFIM study,the focus was on the project's, effect on @ 
available habitat for brown 
incubation periods. 

trout during ,.spawning and 
This species and life stage,were selected' 

because rainbow trout,generally have lesser habitat needs 
(i.e.. lower flow requirements) than brown.trout. Brown trout 
spawning and incubation life stages' were selected. on the 
following basis: (a) maximum habitat for brown trout spawning 
and incubation occurs at.higher flows than for brown trout : 

*; i 

75. 

! 

76. 

77. 

juvenile habitat; ,(b) spawning.(October 15 to November 3O)and 
incubation (through the winter until early spring) is the most 
critical life stage that occursduring the period when water / 
will be withdrawn for snowmaking: and (c) it is consistent " 
with the New England Flow Policy.that recommends August median A 
flows to sustain juvenile and, adult populations, and' higher 
flows, in winter 'if spawning and incubation are occurring in _ 

the river. , 

Trout were also selected as 'the 'barometer or surrogate for 
overall aquatic habitat protection in the Mad River, ,because 
protection of adequate habitat for fish, being at the top of 
,the food chain and requiring the most habitat in absolute 
terms, reasonably ensures habitat fox lesser 
organisms, particularly macroinvertebrates. 

aquatic __ 

11surrogacyt8 or 
This concept of 

"guildingll,, is' a standard, well-accepted ,*.'.. 
$ractiCe ,in IFIM analysis. Guilds'.are the different' levels 
--in an aquatic, food chain, (i.e. macroinvertebrates (aquatic... : 
'insects)), prey fish'species, predator,fish species (trout), ‘Y ” 
etc.). ’ ,, . , .I I.. : 

> 
The IFIM .study- also'focused' on impacts to riffle habitat ', 
because that habitat is essential for brown trout spawning I 
and incubation;‘ and is the habitat that would be the most I..“” 
severely affected by any' changes in stream .flow, depth or 
velocity caused by the water withdrawal. 

. ’ 

‘he IFIM computer models use field measurements of substrate; 
depth and velocity, 
suitability indices" 

in conjunction with accepted "habitat 
(SI curves), to calculate cell 
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’ suitability values at various 'flows at each of the study 
station cross-sections.. Using the cell suitability values, 
the model then calculates habitat supply Curves for each .I" 
-species and life stage at each study station. ,Finally, having 
selected the critical species and life stage, a 'single ,. ” 
composite habitat supply curve is produced for. the entire 

._ .;i?,study reach. This composite llcurvetl provides brown trout 
spawning and in;cubation habitat supply, called "weighted 
usable area" (WUA),"for the affected study reach& a function..,,': 
of unitized 'stream flows. .. ” . ., I.’ ” 

. I. -. ;.,’ 
‘_. :- . I- _’ .I : i ..:Q,. i*,, ‘. : . ..’ .,.(, ; 

z 
,. ‘. I-, _The.'habitat Suppli~ curve was 'used as the basis.' for the ‘;:‘. 

* .step-down formula. proposed by SRI to .insure that the'. 
availability of brown trout. spawning and incubation habitat. '. 
will not be reduced by more Wan five percent. i. 

I 

7%..IFIM studies for m&oinvertebrates are relatively scarce and ’ 

~79, 

P .. 

"80. 

f 

;sufficient supporting literature (e.g. validated SI curves) 
1s not available to make IFIM study worthwhile in the Mad 
River. 

,, 
.However, SRI evaluated the impact o.f its. proposed 

withdrawal on six different macroinvertebrates using SI 
Curves . This evaluation indicates thatthe withdrawal could 
result in the reductign of' up to 6.5% 'of available 
macroinvertebrate habitat ate a minimum flow rate of .5 csm. 

SRI's proposed withdratial regime consists of-three components 
each designed to minimize the potential adverse effects of the 
withdrawal on brown trout spawning and incubation.habitat as ? 
.anindic&or for impacts on habitat for other fish'and aquatic. . 
biota. , ‘. 

, , 

The.first component is the high-flow pipe that operates only 
at 'instream flows above- 1.2 csm. ’ The maxi'mum:or optimum," . 
habitat. for brown trout spawning and incubation occurs at 
flows of about 1.3'csm.' . \. .A . ., . . ., I; 

F~QWS, at or above' 1.2 csm during 'the snowmakingseason ‘_ 
typically represent-run-off events' rather, than base. flows. 
Thus, although there are no restrictions on the withdrawal o,f 

::., 

water when ,flows exceed 1.2 csm,',the amount of water.withdrawn 
under such conditionswill not have any significant impact on ’ c 
the available 'habitat for' brown..trout. The Capacity to 
withdraw large'volumes of water at flows above 1.2 csm and the 

.’ ability :to refill the storage pond in as little as 'twelve 
hours are critical to minimizing withdrawals at lower‘stream 

, flows'when more, substantive reductions in available habitat 
will result. 

81. The second 
Under the 
in-stream 

,P 

. . t 

component is the step-down formula for withdrawal. 
step-down formula on any given day for any given 
flow between 0.50 and 1.2 csm, SRI's proposed 

i8 
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- 82. 

83. 
. . 

;. 

1 

To determine what-flow rate is ttbiologically justified" in th,e ’ 84. 

85. 

86. Brown trout spawning 
in riffle habitat,, 

and incubation principally takes place 
Because such areas tend tq.be relatively I. 

: shallow, they represent the habitat most severely affected by : 

*water withdra.wals. , . ’ : 
.’ 

withdrawal will produce only minimal changes in the naturally 
existing habitat. These incremental changes will not exceed 
a five percent reduction of the existing habitat for brown 
trout spawning and incubation. 

The third component of SRI's proposed water withdrawa.? regime 
isthe minimum flow rate, the flow at which no water will be 
withdrawn under any dircumstances: ’ ,‘\ 

, 

Trout eggs must .obtain oxygen to' sustain their metabolic ') 8 

needs. The embryo'sojrygen transfer rate depends largely upon,,' . 
disso&,ved oxygen levels and flow velocities within the r,edd'.,:' 
(the spawning or nesting place). The flow velocity within.the ‘: 

redd is influenced by the permeability of the substrate and 
the velocity of water flowing over the redd. Redds~ixnbedded ’ 
with fines or sediment have less permeability and generally ’ 

poor egg survival. A higher water velocity in.,the stream is .. 
needed to compensate for the decrease in permeability. Stream 
fl,ow adequate for spawning may not suffice .for 'incubation. 

Mad River, SRI 'conducted a study referred to as the 'Egg 
Mortality Analysis.t8 This analysis focused on the incubation 
of brown'trout .eggs, the life stage most at risk due 'to low 
flows during the snowmaking season. The analysis was designed 
to- answer the question: What flow regime in the Mad River 
during the snowmaking season could be biologically significant 
to.the continued survival of incubating brown trout.eggs. 

Trout typically spawn ,in‘.gravelly areas. and-bury their eggs 
two to three inch&deep in the substrate. Brown trout spawn 
mostly during .late .October to early .November. The eggs 
overw$nter.&n the stream substrate tind hatch in early spring. 

: ‘_ 

x 

87. 
. . 

Egg mortality in the vi.nter,is primarily attributed to de- 
watering of .egg-laden substrate, which can cause. either 
desiccation (drying&out) and/or freezing of eggs. 

88. 

89.’ 

Egg desiccation does not appear to be a significant factor in. 
winter egg mortality since.trout'eggs can survive at above- 
freezing temperatures for several weeks buried in 'substrate 
that has been exposed due to the reduction in stream flow. 

_** 
Few studies _prec&sely foilow patterns.bf winter egg mortality, 
and measure or account for all winter'variables including the 
scouring effect of ice on redds. 
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‘90 .$ 

P. 

., 

The "Egg Mortality Analysis *"assumed that there are some 
naturally-occurring conditions that exert some biological 
influence overegg mortality due to freezing. Given the range 
of weather conditions that occur in Vermont in mid-winter, it'. 
would generally take, three to four days of continuous de- 
watering for freezing to penetrate,to sufficient d,epths‘into 
the substrate to cause signi?icant mortality to .brown trout ', 
eggs. 

The "Egg Mortality Analysis It further assumed that because of' 
the nature of mid-winter base flow conditions, a winter'low ’ . 
flow,event of seven days duration would generally be necessary. 
to produce continued exposure of three to four days (i.e. 34 

Accordingly, SRI selected the median seven-day winter days). 
low flow (742). he winter 742 flow for the Mad River at the 
IMoretown gauge is .5 csm. . . 

” ‘; s 
f 

.,I 

.G -* 

92. 

93. 

94. 

. . . _. 

. 

To test it,s"hypothes*s that the winter 742 flow of O.S:csm 
was 'a flow ever&t of sufficient. magnitude, duration and 
frequency that it could be of some biolog.ical,Significance, 
SRI reviewed the record of flow 'data from the Moretown gauge 
inconjunction with available temperature records from the , 
National Weather Service at the Burlingtoe airport, the only 
daily weather data available in,the State of Vermont dating 
back to the'full period of record at the Moretown gauge. . 

That analysis concluded that.in three,out of four years over , 
the entire,sixty-three y,ear period of record 'at the .Moretown. 
gauge I the naturally-occurring winter 742 flow could result 
in freezing, and thus mortality, of brown trout eggs laid at 
the river margins that would be exposed, or de-watered at that 
flow. . 

SRI's analysis thus concluded that the winter 742 flow is ;a 
naturally-occurring event of such .magnitude, duration and 
frequency that it could be expected to assert some biological 
influence over egg survival, .and that the incremental changes 
in flow down to 0.5 -csm induced by the proposed withdrawal 

“*.would have no significant effect on egg mortality beyond that 
which occurs. naturally' in the Mad River. 

.95. Based on the' entire sixty-three years of record at the 
- Moretown gauge, winter flows at or below.0.5 csm do occur 
naturally and with some frequency, particularly in the 
critical period of January and February when flows are 
generally the lowest and temperatures generally the coldest. x 
In the four representative.years used by SRI, the percexitage 

-: of flows at or below 0.5 csm during the snowmaking season 'ranged from 8.8% (1934) to 54.4% (1948); Typically 33% of the 
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days in January and February had flows at 0.5 csm or less. 
Seventeen out of sixty-one years showed natural river flows 
at O.S.csm or less in February for seven days Or more. e 

, 

a 96. The proposed withdrawal will have a, very limited effect on 
the width and depth of the affected reach. The maximum . 

-?$eductfon in width (based on an average width 45.85 feet) 
" would be 0.8% or 4.4,inches. The depth of the river in riffle 
areas'between flows of .5-csm and .79 csm is reduced by no 

.'more than # inch. . . . 
c - , 

l ? 

97. 

. 

.The'cell suitability values generated as a'result of- the IFIM ..: 
analysis can,be used to.predict where spawning'and incubation :- 

are most likely to occur. "Based on the cell suitability data,-", 
it' is apparent that there is little, if any, brown trout 
spawning and incubation 'habitat at the river's .inargins.' 
'JTherefore if is 'likely that few, if -any, .brown trout eggs 
would in fact be deposited in those portions of the river 
margins likely* to be de-watered by the incremental flow ’ 
reductions proposed by SRI down to.the minimum flow rate of 
0.5 csm. \ 

. . :I* 
4 

98. 

7‘ ’ 

99,. 

All of the brown trout spawning habitat,with suitability of 
50% or greater is ,located well .within the more central 
portions of the Mad River. Habitat in these areas are not 
significantly affected even at flows of .5 csin. Given the 
very limited changes, in .river width and depth due to .the 
proposed withdrawal it is reasonable to assume that SRI's 
proposed withdrawal regime will not de-water the more,suitable 
egg incubation areas or,have an effect on mortality rates of,. 
the brown trout eggs.' ‘. .‘, / 

SRI chose to rely upon the New England Flow Policyls third 
alternative,-_ requiring the showing of a tUbiologfcal 
justification," to support its choice of a:low flow limit 
below the February median low flow. 'The Boardconcludes_that, ._ _ _ _ 
although SRI is notlegally obligated under the law applicable 

i \. +dn this proceeding to'comply with requirements of the New 
'*England FloG .policy, it has met the Qiological.justificationl@ 

test. . 

loo-., In evaluating the impact of the proposed*&ithdrawal on ;in- 
G stream temperatures, 'the most critical factors. are the 
temperature-difference b'etween the air and the water and the 
surface area of water exposed to air. The changes ,in.the 
surface area of the Mad River as a result. of the proposed 
withdrawal are nominal. For example, at a flow of 1.1 csm, 
the.median monthly flow.for December, the withdrawal would . 

. . .._ 
"'reduce the width of the Mad-River from 47.17 feet to 46.80 
'feet a net reduction of .37 feet or 0.79%. Since the thermal 

. conductivity of water is constant upstream and downstream of 

P ** i j 
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the withdrawal site; .the change in heat loss as a result of 
the withdrawal .is also .79%. The effect of such nominal 
changes in the surface area and therefore thermal conductivity 
of the Mad River is de minimus and Will not result in a 
temperature change or rate of change that will have an undue 
adverse effect 'on aquatic biota or wildlife (VWQS 5 3-01 
(B) (2) (a)). Nevertheless, <such thermal impacts will, be 
monitored as part of the fourteen-year monftoring'requirement 
provided for as a.condition ,in the order below. 

The monitoring,plan will generate,site specific information 
regarding the Mad River to identify any significant physical 
or biological,changes associated with water withdrawal. This 
plan will result in the identification and assessment of.,other 
natural and anthropologic factors that are, or may be, 
limiting trout populations within the river. The overa. plan 
design is intended to integrate both physical and biolcgical 
data to arrive ata quantitativeand qualitative understanding 
of mechanisms that are controlling trout populations within 
the Mad River. The monitoring plan will also evaluate the 
extent to which the.step-down formula and minimum flow rate 
protect fish and aquatic biota. habitat. On the basis of the 
results of this long-term monitoring plan, 
formula and minimum flow limit may be revised. 

the step-down 

102. 

. 

.I 

103. 

Although the' Board goes not, have the present ability to _, 
avaluate' the ‘potential of the restoration and enhancement 
program to offset habitat'loss and wildlife impact,.the Board 

'. 

relieves that such a program can be cooperatively developed 
2nd implemented. The Board ,sees.no impediment in permitting 
shis project tiith.conditions'for plans to be devised, reviewed . 

ind approved as the project proceeds; Cf. Abenaki Nation of 
lissisouoi v. Hushes, 'Docket'No,. 2:92-CV-279, 1992 WL 319987 ,' 
:D.Vt. October ,22., 1992). ” 

rccordingly, the 'step-down formula and .minimum flow rate 
broposed by SRI as modified by the order.below will limit,the 
:eduction-of critical habitdt.in the Mad River as a result of 
he proposed .withdrawal in a manner ,that avoids an undue, 
,dverse impact on wildlife fish and,aquatic biota. 

I .’ 

D I*. With regard to.@*forests and forest prOgranW (10 V.6.A. 
I 1086(p)(4)):- ) 

'104. 

ilow 

There'are no 'known forests or forest programs that will be 
impacted by, the project. 

. 
E. With regard to the neez!l "for a minimum water discharge 
-.rate schedule to protect the natural rate of flow and the _.. water quality of the affected waters*@ (10 V.S.A. 5 1086(a) (5)): 

22 
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105. While there will be no ttdischarset' from the project,'there is' 

r‘ a need to maintain a minimum 
natural' rate of flow and the 
reach of the Mad River.' .,The 
flow rate set forth in Table 

. .,the order below, will.address 
‘3 {r” 

flow sufficient to protect the 
water quality of the affected 
step-down formula and minimum 
1 subject to the conditions of 
this need. 

106. Issues related to the maintenance of adequate.minimum flow in 
.’ 

. the Mad River are considered under Section III. C "Fish and 
:.Wildlifett above: 

‘. 

b FL With‘regard Itto the ,existing uses .of the waiers by the.. ., 
. ;', public for boating, fishing, swimming, and other recreational tises" 

. .(lO'V.S.q. I 1086(a)(6)): 

lq7.“ The Mad River is used for a variety of recreational purposes 
'1;including swimming, fishing and boating. These -uses 
Constitute "existing &es It as that term is defined in the VWQS 
(§ l-03 (B)(13)). . . ’ , 

108. 

109. 

P 

110. 

The project will withdraw water from the river when in-stream 
flows are below 1.20 csm and only during,those times of the 
year (generally November-March) when these recreational uses-, 
are.either absent or uncommon. 

The river is, used for kayaking during spring runoff beginning 
as soon as the ice has gone.out of the river and continuing 
as long as there are sufficient flows, typically a few weeks. 

Publ'ic access to the land between the pond and the river as 
well.as to the Mad River itself will be increased as a result 
of the project., Working in concert with local'and regional 
officials,, SRI has agreed to set aside and dedicate an eight 
foot wide pedestrian.and bicycle easement between the storage 
pond and the river for use as part of a future recreational 
path to run through Waitsfield and Warren. 

., 
. 

.'. I?l.-'Boating swimming-and other recreational uses of the Mad River 
!. 'T&not &cur durina the time that the weir will be in place. 

.I 

The weir will be i&talled'not earlier than November i each 
year and removed by March 15, or ,as soon as the ice'goes out ’ 

of the, river, whichever,is later. The.permanent.base of the ,I 

weir will be constructed at the same elevation as the 
streambed. Accordingly, the weir will not pose an impediment ’ 

to boating; fishing, swimming or other recreational uses. 
. . / 

‘, 
112. The theoretically available, habitat of the river in the 

section that encompasses.the affected reach is not presently 
utilized to anywhere near its potential capacity by existing 
trout populations. The habitat restoration and enhancement' 
management plan made .a condition of this permit, has the 
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potential to result in a net increase in usable fish habitat 
P and a corresponding increase trout populations. 

113. 'Neither. the structures associated with the project nor its 
operation (i.e. water withdrawal from the river to the pond) 
will result'in any undue adverse effect on existing uses of 

:L'Tthe Mad River by the public for boating, fishing, swimming, 
and other recreational u&es. 

- . . 
0. .With regard to "the creation of'any.hazard,to navigatcon,' :. :. 

‘. .fAshing, swimming or otherpublic ,uses ‘1 :.('lO _V..S.A. 5. 1086(a)(7)):.,' . 
.I . 

114. The permanent structures associated.with the water ,withdrawai‘ 

facility are,designed to minimize their poten-tial to create 
'hazards to navigation, fishing, swimming oiother public uses. . 

. 

115:,!During those portions of the year when navigation,, fishins 'and 

116. 

4 

117. 

P - 

118. 
. . . 

swimming occur, 
project.. ” 

the .Mad River will not be ,affected by-.the 

There are no existing or planned municipal water systems using 
the Mad Ri\ier as a sour&e of water. 

‘ : 
There are no existing or planned 'municipal s'ewage disposal 
plants discharging into the Mad River. The project will not 
have a substantial impact on the assimilative capacity of the 
Mad River for sewage disposal, or withdrawal capabilities for 
water systems. 

The project will 'not create an undue hazard to navigation, 
fishing, swimming, or other public uses: ') ?: .,, 

. 
: 

p. ... With regard to ##the need for cutting clean atid removal of' 
all timber or-tree growth from all or part of the flowage area10 (10. 
V.S.A. 5 1086(a)(8).): 

i 

. . 119. No' clear-cutting..of timber is required to construct the. 
.pro j ect l The pond will be located in an existkng. field. 
*Although some individual trees located along the.periphee of i' 
: 

.’ 

the field are to be. removed, a natural buffer strip of trees." :, 
; or greenbelt will'remain between the western bank of the river' 

and the easterly edge of the pond. 
._ ‘. 

120. The impact on trees and tree growth as a result of.the project " $' 
is de minimus. .1' 

. * ‘. ‘- J 

I 
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I.. With re'gard to "the creation, of any public benefits" (10 
' V.S.A. 5 1086(a)(9)): 

121. 

'2 

. 

! 
, 

122. 

123. 

124. 

'125. 

The Sugarbush resort's ,share of the Vermont ski market has 
declined from 8.5% in 1986 to 6% in 1990-1991, a decline of I'. 
,over 29%. During ,this period, Sugarbush's skier days have 
declined from 385,000 to 263,000, a,loss of'l22,OOO skier days 
while Vermont ski areas with 80% or better~snowmaking coverqge 
experienced an increase' in skier days. A significant factor 
in this decline is the lack of adequate snowmaking cspacity 
at Sugarbush South that is needed in order for Sugarbush to .. 
remain competitive with other, ski areas in .,Vermont and New -_ 
England. ,. ', 1 .,., : I . . , . ,,,. 

The adverse economic and social impacts resulting from-the 
recent decline in Sugarbush's share of the Vermont skier. i* 
'market are substantial and adversely affect the economy of 
several towns in the Mad ,River valley. The expansion of 
snowmaking capabilities at Sugarbush South is an integ,ral part 
of SRI's overall efforts, that include major new investments, 
to reverse this trend and recapture a market share more 
representative of its historical share of the Vermont skier 
market.. 

/ 

Economic benefits from a more competitive Sugarbush Resort 
would include :addition.al sales and rooms, and meals tax 
revenues and increased‘economic activity in the Mad River 
Valley generally. ; 

\ ', 

If Sugarbush South can increase its market share; itwill tend '. 
to 'stabilize property values in ,the Mad River Valley . 

communities, thereby stabilizing;local property tax revenues, 
and,perhaps generate additional income to the state throu,gh . 

the property transfer tax. 

As :a result of the,project, a substantial number.'of temporary 
construction jobs will be c.reated at Sugarbush South over & . ,’ 

..period of several years. The work force ,at Sugarbush South * 

"'could increase by between*.5 .and 12 permanent and 40 to 70 
seasonal employees. 

. 

126. The pedestrian and bicycle easemeniz'between'the'storage pond I 
. . . 'and the river will be part of a future recreational path" :. 

through Waitsfield and Warren., . This easement will increase 
. -public access tp, and enjoyment of, the. river for its 
aesthetic value and for a variety of recreational uses: 

127. The project as approved in accordance‘with the order below 
'-will result in the implementation of a twenty-year management . 
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, ’ 

128. 

plan for the Mad River that will among other things, restore ". 
sand enhance fish.habitat and stream bank vegetation in. and 
along the Mad River. 1 

There is still much to learn about the impact of winter flow 
reductions on fish and,aquatic biota including its affect on 
. _ 

: :,glce formation. The project as approved by the ,order below. 
‘will result in the implementation of a fourte,en-year ..’ ._ 
monitoring study.. The data from the monitoring plan regarding ,:'\-." 

_: any impacts of the withdrawal .on fish or aquatic b,iota wili- r,::?'.. 
. . ,+sist the state in making 

regarding.water withdrawals. 
future .management decisi,ons::;~,,~~~~,~, , __ ,.. ,-1 I i,> ._. *. I .,,,~ I . . : " . 

F29. The 'project will-, 'enhance muliici&l ,fire pro&&ion 
I. : +&; ,'I '"i_'_;,._ .,'j\ _::* .., .* _,;)~,I(. 

b<_“fii':' : 
:. 'providing; a reliable source of water f&-a fire hydrantY system:..“ 

.’ to be installed .on the Sugarbush'Access Road. ” ’ j. -. ; .. 1 .,. . I:~ 
136.:'The- Towns. of Waitsfield ana ’ Warreh will be 'provided %d.,-; I’. : 

. substantial portion 'of the gravel' 'excavated ,in, .-the ‘. 
construction'o'f the pond to be used for municipal purposes. : 

. 
.’ 

With regard.to lathe classification of the affeoted waters'! 
(10 Vfi.A. 5 kO86(a)'(lO)): , t. ;, 

.- ‘. , ’ 

131. The Mad River is. currently classified. as'ci'ass .R waters. I- ‘,. : 

132'. The affected waters are not'classified as Outstanding Resqmce ’ 
:’ 

~ 
Waters. 
: 3 : : 

133. The project &.ll have no impact on and will'allow. for the -_(" 
‘- maintenance of the existing classification of the-affected : 

*- waters. . . ., 
, 

XI y With regard to W&y applicable,. s&'te, regional" or , 
municipal p,l&is H (10, V.S;A. 5 1086(a)(U)): . 

134, The project has been reviewed by the Towns of .Waitsfield and 
. . ':,Warren atid faund.to 'conform to their' respective municipal: I-:. 

+iilan$. _ :. .’ IT- 
. ~* < ,; .< ; ’ I/ 

. 
, .1135, The'project has been reviewed by the Mad River Valley Planning"' .' 

_. ., 
.,’ Distr+t and 'found to conform to. its applicable policy ,.and ..-,:_;.' 

‘. rplanning'documents. ,, ,., . 
. .“.._ ‘. .4_ 

. ‘,.~.i;z.:.’ . ‘,, 
:. ~ ._ A ‘., ’ ~-‘:I;,‘:-_, 136. 

:I. ‘, ,, ; .;, .;..,..:,, 

:. -.. , The.'Projhct has been reviewed by the Central Vermont Regional,,.':-:i':..'(. 
,; :- i.~...’ ; :., 

Planning Commission and found to oonform to the regionelr “~.“~ii~ 
‘/’ . .‘_ plan. .: , _ 

( I.. I 
’ ., -:‘: 1 

:.-.. 

,,. ., y. 137,.The project.'is in compliance with the municipal plans of the ,. :" " 
'. ':' 
‘. Towk of Waitsfield and'warren and.the regionai plan of the ? ’ 

‘. .Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission. 
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13i. The project '* 
, 

1s not in conflict with provisions 
applicable state plan. 

of any: 
I 

\ L. With regard to @@municipal grand lists and revenues'* (lo 
V.S.A. 5 1086(q)(12)): \ ,’ 

IS& 
. . . 

The project and its associated transmission'pipeiine will cost, 
in excess of four million dollars to design and construct. I' 

- 
The purpose of the project is to increase the amount of. water 
available for SRI's future plans to ,.enhance snowmaking -. ‘,] 
capabilities at Sugarbush South .in order to reverse SRI's 
'recent ,decline' in its -share of 'the Vermont skier market- :" 
Toward that objective. SRI .is prepared to invest twenty-four 
million dollars to construct,the project and make other future 
on-mountain improvements that are not the subject of this 
proceeding including ex;ansion.of the snc-*making system. 

The economy of the Mad River Valley generallysand that of the 
Towns of Waitsfield and Warren in particular, are affected by 
the competitive Fosition of SugarSus@ relative to other ski 
resorts. These municipalities have shown a decline .in room 
and meals receipt between 1983 and 1991, roughly the period 
during which Sugarbush's share of the Vermont skier market has 
been declining. .,,, 

140. 
: . 

141. 

f- 142.. 

i43. 

With SRI',s proposed investment of up to twenty-four million ’ 
dollars, the Town of 'Warren grand list will expand and the 
town will receive increased revenues .through absessment and ‘ 
taxation of. the value of the project and pipeline and other 
future improvements that will'be constructed' as part of the 
snowmaking system expansion. ‘. 

. *. 
^. 

A decline in assessed property values and therefore property 
tax'revenues in the Waitsfield/Warren area corresponds to'the ’ 
decline in the number‘of skier days at Sugarbush during the' ‘, 
:nid-,198O 's'; Expanded snowmaking capacity at Sugarbush South ,': " 

-l,fs,expected' to .increase the,number of skier days which will +‘., 
in. turn increase.economic activity in 'the Mad River Valley <I 
generally and in the Towns of Waitsfield and Warren 
specifically. 

144, The project is likely to have a positive impact on the grand 
lists and revenues of the Towns of Waitsfield and Warren, as 

., 1 

well as other Mad River valley municipalities, as .a result of .',' 
J increased property values. 

145. The project is likely ,to have a positive impact on the 
'revenues of the Towns of Warren 
tax assessments on the proposed 

and Waitsfield as a result of 
physical improvements. ,_ 
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If: With regard to "public safety" (lo.V.S.ti. 5 1086(a) (13): 

146; .The construction near the withdrawal site of an Upstream bank 
.depression and a downstream overflow channel will offset -the 

.’ limited potential flood impacts of the project and satisfy the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency that no net gain in flood 

:*"'level will occur as a ,result of the project. 

:.147. 

148. 
. 

149; 

The'increase in size of the Special Flood, Hazard Area is 
contained solely within the 176 acre project site and results 
in no adverse 'impact on public. safety, ., I 

.: 

The pond and water withdrawal 
weir are designated as Class, 
ANR." 

. . , 

facility indludingthe.temporary : 
3 or tllow'hazardfl structures by 

As a result of the storage pond and conneFting= pipeline,. ’ 
public safety will be enhanced by improving fire protection. 

N. With regard to other factors related to a determination' 
Of public good othe r 
Standqrds:, 

than.compliance with the Vemont Water Quality 

150. 
, 

P '151 . 

152,, 

SRI's competitors in the New England region currently achieve 
snowmaking coverage over between 60% and 95% of their ski 
terrain. The'average is 77% coverage.' 

. 

Sugarbush South currently has snowmaking on only 80 of its 250 
acres .of- ski, terrain or 32% coverage. The project is an 
integral part of an overall plan by SRI to expand its ski 
terrain to 350 acres and expand its snowmakirig capacity to be' 
able to reliably achieve coverage over 255 acres ,or 70% 
-coverage. SRI considers 'this level of snowmaking coverage at 
Sugarbush South necessary in order t,o allow it to be 
competitive within the New England region. 

,. >. 
In order to .assess whether any proposed,, water withdrawal 

..:,‘regime , will ,consistently provide,sufficient water to allow ’ , 
+%RI.to reliably achieve.its goal,s of 70%,snowmaking coverage, 
SRI has developed the,so-called "mass balancell.analysis. This 
analysis' takes 

.' 
into' _account available daily river flows 

compared to average daily snowmaking demand and also accounts 
fol: pond storage. The daily snowmaking Ldemand was determined ‘( 

‘. by taking the average annual projected cumulative water 
avaiiability of 378 million gallons, and parceling that Water 
out into levelized.daily'quantities based on SRI's historical 
usage patterns at Sugarbush North where water availability has 
generally not been a limiting factor for snowmaking. 

. 

153:The snowmaking demand curve produced by looking at several 
years of snowmaking production recor‘ds at Sugarbush North, is 
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I 

a bell-shaped curve in which demand rises throughout the fall, 
peaks at Christmas and New Years, remains fairly constant 
through mid-winter, and then tapers off at the end of March. 
This'denand curve reflects and' incorporates the impact of 
factors other than water availability, such as temperature, ., 

>.%humidity, natural snowfall, electrical power availability,. 
.manpower and other snowmaking strategy consideration&. 

.., 
: .’ 

154. The levelized daily ,.demand in the Sugarbush South "mass 
balanceft_,analysis reflects these same factors. However, the 1 

. . daily demand quantities are different from Sugarbush North for, ‘:’ 
, a variety of reasons including differences in the amount and 
Ame of ski terrain'. The Suqarbush South "mass balance! model 
is-broken down into the se&al .%nterval completion periods" 
that SRI has used to ass'ess the efficacy of each-withdrawal' 
proposal. The daily demand within each interval completion 
period changes at certain times because of the imposition of 
the historical demand curve. 

Actual 'production of snow in a given year, or on any 
particular day or series of days', may.not,be consistent with 
the Itmass balance.!' analysis, because of the variability of 
weather, power and othe r snowmaking considerations. Actual 
snow production may be higher or lower, but over time it is 
expected that once future improvements. are made, snow 
production at Sugarbush South will mirror the "mass balance" 
analysis .becaus.e' the snowmaking system will have an output 
capacity.well abov,e the average daily demand. In the initial 
interval completionperiod usage of 1,080,OOO gallons requires- 

_ , 

: 

156. 

: 

157. 

a capacity of.only 759 gpm; inthe second'interval completion. 
period usage'of 2,J60,000 gallons requires,'a capacity o,f 1,500 ,' 
gpm;,and in the third‘interval period usage of 4,320,OOO gpm 
requires, a;.capacity of 3,000 gpm. When all factors are ’ 
favorable for majlimum capacity snow production, and.the system 
runs at its maximum of 5,,OOO.gpm;shortfalls on.other days can 1. 
be quickly made up. The availability..of water on a consistent 
'basis, is thus the key to SRI meeting its snowmaking needs as 
$qe.termined by its analysis. t 

SRI'. hds a peak' power/load shedding agreement with Green 
Mountain, Power, Company.which encourages SRI 'to make snow 
efficiently and to conserve power. . 

In order for SRI to justify its estimated twenty-four million 
dollar investment in the project under consideration in this 
proceeding, it must have the capacity to deliver 80% of 
planned completion or better, in five out of six years.. In 
addition the project must achieve a sufficiently high 
'percentage completion,rate particularly during the period from 
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158. 

. . 
7, ” 

.lY 

:. 
15P. 

160. 
. 

161. 

. ,-4 

fhe February'median monthly. flow has no demonstrated ‘*. 
biological significance,as a low flow event'of discernible 
nagnitude; .duration and frequency.' The median monthly flow 
issimply an arbitrary, calendar-based number'calculated y 

.‘, 

only 'on a hydrological basis; half the twenty-eight,daily ‘)I 
lean .flows in February, can be expected to be 
greater than that. value, and half less. Fish and other : 
quatic populations react to the events of discernable 

9 
?a 

m magnitude duration and frequency as they actually occur, not 
to. the.turn of the. calendar. 

f 

162. Alternative. one, a minimum flow rate of 
six year phase-in period, 

.5 .csm that, after a," 
would be otherwise unrestricted,, 

is identical to the m.inimum flow rate established by ANR in 
the Dam drder and 401 Certification now under appeal. 

,, ” 

:. 
f : 

December 15 through January 5 which includes the'all- .‘,-,‘.*“.-’ : 
important Christmas and New Years holidays when as much as 
25% of total ski area revenue is generated. 

Five alternative step-down withdrawal-schemes were presented 
to the Board during the course of this proceeding. Aithough' ’ .’ 
these alternatives were offered-for various reaso&by the . 
participating parties, the Board allowed introduction of all 

,‘:, 

five for the'purpose of ,comparing ,snowmaking completion 5 * ’ 
rates. The five alternatives were: (I.) a step-down to'.5, ,I ':.' 
csm (winter,742 at Moretowngauge); (2) a'..step-down to...79 '::?, 
csm (the February median monthly flow at Moretown gauge); s’..‘.’ 
(3) a step-down to .5 csm with a 50% pond trigger' at an ,:‘,. 
intermediate value of .61 csm;:(4) a step-down to .5,csm 
with a 50% pond trigger at 

‘* 
.79 csm;'and (5) a step-down to 

.5 ,csm with a 40% pond trigger at .79 csm. . ,. 

‘_ 
The addition of a pond trigger mechanism to the step-down 
formula has the affect of .giving added emphasis to the 
pondIs. storage capacity and reduces the number of days at 
which withdrawals will .occur during relatively low flow 
(i.e. c 1.0 csm) condi,tions. 

In considering the possible pond triggers provided for in '.. 
the alternatives discussed above the Board considered 
intermediate flows such.as the February median monthly flow 
(.79 csm) and the winter 2842 (.6l_csm). The.winter 28-day. ” 
(the number'.of days in February) low flow ltrollingll median 
value (or winter 28Q2)i calculated without regard. to the 

d 

calendar for November through-March, would be 0.61 csm. 
. 

. 
7 

the 
; 

timit ‘. 

“trigger” means that uatcr may be ui thdraun down to the lower 
if and only 

f!ow” . 
if the siorage pond then holds less than a specified- 

Percentage of its capacity. 
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I ._ .I _ 1 . ,’ -+.;L-; *$$~:‘pf::.;‘,. 
*j 

., ,.:A: . . I / -y+$: 

AlternativLthr@e, 
I 2.x. if.&&* ‘. .T :“:p@jj$ 

a ‘mj,ni&in 'fi'bw rate' 'of ..5' ':csm but' with a 
pond trigger flow of .61 csm would adequately meet SRI‘ ‘, 
snowmaking needs and would achieve the goal of 80%,completion 
in five of six years .on average. , 

. . ..; :~::ci&i642 Alternative three would allow SRI, to expand -.snowm@king at :1$:&Y. 
. .’ .* “‘I . A .! , .i :..y_i-‘, _“._: $$$@ugarbus.h .,South virtually as well as alternative ‘.6ne, .but:,' ;i;?;::, 

/, ;:,r+ !., ._ - , :,‘I ‘+:” 
; . . ‘i* 1 ,.,_: 

‘. . . ;,,- .i‘:. :-G%;: :~, 
{',would result in substantially fewer 'withdrawals :dur.ing.~low : 

flow cond,i$ons :., 
. . r! _:;~~~~~~;,,~.;,:~~~~~~~~. ,, , \ _, /; 

1 ,:, ., * . ’ ‘, -, , a, . ,I ; ‘% :‘I, .‘. ’ . . :;>i’,’ : ‘. ‘Y. 
_ ..’ i 

,..,_..~~::::~~‘i.“..;~::‘: ;’ 
_C+.~:*“$ . c:. .:, :i .:. , 

;.I’, &Y@~?. ‘, 
, ., _ .,,.A :. .:i&. JI& .:p;. 

~ig”..kl*.!&, 
: “;‘:‘-I: _.‘~~~~~;~,.~I,_, 

‘. ?“+?~.y 

..’ ~~.,~‘..“ : . .., ‘I . , . I ; * 
,, . ~ wilhd,awai ) ,, ,w’~it;la~a;81 .~ ‘:::(; ;” ~;“;,~?~,:. i, 

: _).. , ‘.. - 
. . . . .’ .’ ‘. .’ ,( ‘!, 
: ’ : . : ,)_ ‘, . . ..’ lternative & &Jterna 

..” ‘.:. . .: 3.1 ,’ i,.. ; ‘, ‘., 

,# years 80% of overall 
.,; 

*: .planned completion., ” cm 
.‘, 
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: : 

‘51. ', '. 
‘. ‘_ . . -.. 

,;% y'ears planned comljietion for 
. :. 

I’ .,’ ; - 
: : . ., ‘. . ’ .,‘., j 

Interval 2‘(Christmas/Neti Years) 57 ,' 55 

Cumulative % completion 92.1% 91.7% 

# of days withdrawal would occur 
.'. at flows c .79 csm ,, 35. ‘, 29 * 

# of days withdratial wouid occur 
at flows < .62 csm 

fl :’ 
14 8 ‘. :, ~ 

:., ,. : 
0. With regard- to' other factors related to. c&tpliance with 

8 

I_ ’ ..: ; .’ 
&licabie water queility 'standards:.": ,_ ;” ; 

,. : .: .I : .\ . . . /. I -’ 
,_ :. . . 

.,-,’ ‘,;._..‘.. .;,.. 165. _( . .,,( yi:“..“; .% 
It is policy of the state ofVermont, to assure'the'.maintenan& ‘. 

: * ..v. ..;;-i ,,.. ;L*;;‘, ,,;.. ,._ ..*. .,. .-.. :;,, 
of water quality necessary to sustain existing ;aquatic' .. + 

) . . :: :communities,'and at the same time to manage thelwaters of the T: . 
state "to, among other things, allow beneficial 'and 

: . ',environmentally sound development. 10 V.S.A. f 1250 and VWQS 
‘. I_ _.:.;..: .; 

;’ d 
. ,’ ‘,,, y *. . ‘I 7 

;.‘, § ,.1:02(A) (4) and (7) . 
%. . . 

~ ., . . :, :.’ ’ .~. , ..,‘. .: ,, ‘. :.G! ‘. 
_ I :: 

. . :_ 
. ,.-s....i+166,.i'The 

.‘. ‘>. 
‘: . project, does no& .involve 'the discharge' of ktstej into the"'.:>, ;.I “’ 

~ .; : waters of, the state and therefore the.@rovision in 5 1-63(A) ‘-‘,.,.:. 
,-.pertaining to the 

5. 
” ,is not applicable; 

"significant alternation of aquzitic‘biotal‘. I, I’. 

” ‘_. 
., ) I’ ,,, ,‘.!. , ’ ‘. ., ._ 

.,,...I 
:- , ” :> :-. 

: 
i67. The VWQS (f"l-03(A) and § 2-02(B)) require that the waters of 

: 

'the state be managed to protect the beneficial values and uses ’ 1 
associated with,the water's classification. .'. . ,'_ 

, ,' :. I ., 
168. ,A11 water's in the Mad River watershed affected'by this project 

are currently. classified-ds Class B waters. The.bqeficial : 
"values and uses for Class B waters (VWQS f 3&03(A)) are: ; 

values Water of quality that consistently 
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i69. 

L 

170. 

,t- 
171. 

: . 

172. 

exhibits good aesthetic value 'and provides 
. high quality habitat for aquatic biota, fish 

and wildlife. 

Uses Public 'water supply with filtration. ,and 
disinfection; irrigation and other agricultural 

. . . f uses; swimming, and recreation. I -. 

The project as approved by the order below <will reduce flows 
.in the Mad River between November 1 and March 31in accordance 
with the,.step-down formula. Under th_e step-down formula, 'the,. ” 
rate of withdrawal will decrease' as' the' in-stream flow. 
.approaches the minimum flow rate of .5 csm. When in-stream .’ 
flows are at or below the minimum 'flow- rate no withdrawal 
w0uld be allowed. 
significantly 

,This minimum,fiow rate, the winter 742, is 
higher than naturally' occurring .low flow _ 

conditions,. so-called 7410 fiOWS, which typically occur in 
summer months. The minimum flow rate and other conditions 
established by the order below are sufficient.to,insure that 
the waters, of the state affected by the project will 
consistently exhibit good aesthetic value. 

. 
Based on the IFIM analysis and other studies it.is estimated 
that the proposed withdrawal would result in a habitat loss 
of up'to five,perdent in the affected reach of the Mad River 
for the most sensitive trout species and life stages. Habitat' 
losses for macroinvertebrates could be slightly greater.. , 

These'estimates of impacts on fish and.aquatic.biota habitat 
assume that all of the water needed to meet Sugarbush South's 
projected snowmaking needs, 378 million gallons on an average I 
annual basis, would be withdrawn from the Mad River and that 
the minimum flow rate of .5.csm would apply without a,pond " 
trigger restriction. . . ’ 

, 

The ..conditions in the Board order .below including .the ? 

requirement to limit withdrawal from‘the Mad River .to that 
, 

amount needed to supplement water aiready available from Clay', 
-. _ _. 

isrook (currently 48 to. 60 millon gallons) and to reduce- . . . 
withdrawal during low flow conditions by imposing the .61 csm 
pond trigger:on the minimum .flow‘rate of .5 csm; as,provided j 
for in the order below, will reduce adverse impacts and will: ’ 
protect high quality habitat for aquatic biota, fish and 
wildlife in all affected waters of the state. .' - 

: 

173. In addition, impacts on fish and aquatic biota will be , 
carefully monitored for a period of 14 years. The order below 
provides for amendment of the terms under which the withdrawal 
of water is 'allowed as #needed to insure that any adverse ’ 
'impa& including, but not limited, to impacts on fish and 
aquatic biota habitat are,not ttundue.tV 
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174. There are no existing or proposed public or Private water 
supply systems utilizing the affected waters of the state. 

175. There are no known existing or proposed uses of water from the 
affected' waters of the .&ate for irrigation or other 
._agricultural uses during the period between November 1 and 
*.&arch 31. . . ‘ 

. 

176. There are no known existing or proposed commercial enterprises 
that depend directly on the preservation of an existing level: ’ 

9 ’ of water quality utilizing the affected water of the state. 
‘. : ,? ,. 

I-.’ 
. 177..,'The'&oject as approved by the order below will not affect the '. 

waters of the state in a manner that would either: (1) result 
'in an undue adverse effect on'any beneficial value or use or 
,(2) be incompatible with attaining and maintaining all 

1beneficial values and uses associated with' the assigned .. 
classification. 

178. The VWQS (S 1-03(B) and 5 2-02(B)) require the protection of 
"existing uses.” Such uses are defined as (VWQS 5 1-01(B) ., 
(13)): 

those uses which have actually occurred on or 
after November 28, 1975, in or on a water body 
wh'ether or not the standard for classification " 

p. of the particular water.body. 

179. The project,as approved by the order below will maintain the 
level of water quality necessary to: (a) protect'and maintain 
all existing 'uses (VWQS 5 1-03(B)(I)); and s(b)' insure that 
after considering the provisions of § 1-03(B)(2)(a), aquatic 
biota, fish and wildlife will n&be significantly ‘impacted; 
and (c) insure that it' will. not result in significant 
degradation of any existing use (VWQS 5 1-03(B)(2)(6)):,' 

&80. 

.181. 

182. 

Winooski One claims 
.’ 

"in .essence, that 
is an existing use &der the'.VWQS,' 

its use 'of the waters 
and that Winooski One will 

'be adversely impacted financially by the withdrawal of water 
by SRIfor snowmaking. . 

,The Mad'diver'is a tributary of the Winooski River.. Winooski 
One'_ asserts that it “has or will have a commercial 
hydroelectric facility located a considerable distance 
downstream of the project on the lower Winooski River.- 

There isno evidence in the record of this proceeding regard- 
ing whether Winooski One.'& actual or prospective use of.the 
waters of .the lower Winooski River for commercial 
hydroelectric purposes has actually occurred on or after 
November 28, 1975. 
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183. 

f- 184. 

185. 

186. 

187. 

Winooski One's use is not a use in or on the water body (i.e. 
the Mad River) in. question. 

I 

Even if Winooski'one is an "existing use*' the V'WQS do not , 
require that proposed new uses of'the waters, such as the 
proposed withdrawal, must *have absolutely no impact. The 
requirement to "maintain and protect. It e.xistirig uses ddes not 
mean for example that an existing use dependent on a certain 
level of water quality such asswimming results in the, 
categorical prohibition, of 'any'upstream discharge of waste 
that results in even a nominal diminution of water quality..:<' 
Similarly an existing use of "water for commercial "I 
hydroelectric purposes does not categorically prohibit any 
upstream.use that may affect stream. Rather, § 1-03(A) of the 
WQS repires a determination as to whether tne new upstream . 
use (in this case a withdrawal of water) would either preempt 
any downstream .existing us,e& or subject those uses to risks 
or adverse impacts to the extent that they would. not be. 
maintained and protected,. 

It is standard and accepted procedure for hydrologists to 
'assume that two locations ‘on the same river in' relatively 
close proximity would have similar unitized flows provided 
that there were no major withdrawals, discharges, impoundments 
or other factors between the two points in question that would 
invalidate such an assumption. - 

The ratio between the size of the watershed of the Mad River 
at the project's proposed withdrawal site and the watershed 
of the Mad River. at the. Moretown gauge is 3:l. 
there are no majdr withdrawals,' 

XMo'reover, 

between those two locatibns. 
discharges .or impoundments 

The ratio between the watershed of ,the Mad River at the ,' 
project's proposed withdrawal site (approximately 46 sq. mi.) 
andthe watershed of the lower Winooski.River at the Winooski 
3ne site. _ ._(approximately 1100 sq. .mi.) ,is nearly. 25':l. 
doreover, there are several major dams including hydroelectric .' ,’ * 
dams, discharges and water withdrawals that are. located 
*between these two s,ites. Additionally, a number of other 

I factors including: inputs of groundwater from valley bottom ‘_. 
aquifers, different climate patterns within the nearby 1100 
.square mile watershed, differences in terrain, the .presence 
of major tributaries and other factors combine to make any 
effort tom cbmpare unitized flows between these two sites. 
'totally unreliable. 

188'. Although some water flowing. by the project site reaches the 
Winooski'One-site in a matter of a few days, it is not true 
that for every gallon withdrawn at the project'site, flows at 
the Winooski One site are reduced by a simil.ar amount. 

. . 
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,r- 
189. Given'the lack of proximity between the project Site and the 

Winooski One site the impact of the project, if any, on 
.Winooski One is indistinguishable from the effects on flow in 
the lower Winooski caused by the many natural and man-made 
factors discussed in finding 188 above. , 

'.i 
190: *The Board 'concludes ,that the project's ,impact,' 'if'.any; on ‘, 

P 

. . 

191. 

-: i 

192. 

193. 

194. 

Winooski One will neither preempt-the use of waters in- the' ‘, 
lower Winooski for the generation of hydroelectrio.energy nor , 
subject that use to any undue' risk or adverse impact.' 

I 

Section i-04 (Discharge Policy),. generally and ‘.I. 1-04(B) 
(Assimilative. Capacity) of the VWQS pertainto the discharge 
of wastes and the allocation of wasteload capacity.among such 
discharges. The project under review'in this proceeding does 
not involve the discharge of wastes or the withdrawal'of water ’ 
'from a lake 
'Policy and 
'applicable.' 

The existing 
one' or more 

(VWQS 5 1-64(A)(8)) and therefore the Discharge 
Assimilative Capacity provisions are .not 

. 

water quality of the Xad River generally exceeds ‘. 
of the applicable water quality criteria. and 

therefore "that high quality shall be maintained and protected 
in the public interest of the fullest extent possible in 
accordance with the provisions of this sectiontt (VWQS 5 l-03 
(C)). * 

Under VWQS 5 &-03(c), the Board cdn allow a limited reduction 
in water quality with regard to the'affected water quality 
criteria where substantial and widespread adverse economic or 
'social impacts would, otherwise occur, unless the public.' 
benefits of maintaining the.existing level of water quality 
exceed the public,benefits that would accrue from allowing the 
limited reduction in quality. 

Because the project does not irivolve. the discharge of any 
waste into the waters of the.state, it.will not affect-water 
quality with regard to the following water quality criteria: , 

'dissolved oxygen, phosphorus, nitrates; sludge deposits or ‘,’ 

"solid refuse; settleable solids, floating,solids, oil, grease, 
scum or total suspended '.sol,ids, ,alkalinity, pH, toxic 
substances, radioactive, substances, turbidity; escherichia 
coli, color, taste and odor (VWQS .5 3-01(B) (1,3,4, ,6-11) and 

. ’ § 3-03 (B) (l-4)). 

195. Other than such limited duration impacts as may occur during 
Construction (VWQS 5 2-04(B)) the project's effect on water 
quality in the waters of the state.is limited to those impacts 
"associated with the reduction in the quantity of water in the 

.f=- , 
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196. 

Mad River as a result of the withdrawal. The only water 
quality criteria, affected by the'reduction in the quantity of 
water in the Mad Riirer are temperature and aquatic habitat. 
(VWQS 5 3-01 (B) (2 & 5)). 

Exjsting flows in the Mad River at times exceed those . _ . . 
-:,necessary to meet the temperature and aquatic---habitat . 
~“. criteria. : The project will have some effect on these water 

: quality criteria and therefore any reduction in existing flows ‘., . . 
may constitute a reduction in water quality that can only be . 

: 
: * allowed iniaccordance with the provisions of VWQS I 1-03(C). 

.’ 

197. The.portion of the water quality 
relevant in, this proceeding (VWQS 
that: :’ 

I; The change or rate of change 

,’ . 

criterion fo+ temperature ..’ 

5 3-01(B)(2)(a)) provides 
: .k\ 

in temperature, 
either upward or downward, shall be controlled 
so as to prevent any undue adverse effect ori 
aquatic biota and wildlife 

198. The water quality criterion for aquatic habitat (VWQS, § 3-01 
. .(B)(5)) is: 

', 

No change 'from background conditions that 
would have an undue adverse effect on the 

r‘ 
composition of the aquatic biota, the physical * or chemical nature of the substrate or the 
species: composition or propagation of fishes. . 

199. The adverse economic or soc,ialNimpacts on the people of the 
.' state resulting from the maihtenance of the higher quality of ; 

the Mad River '(i.e. existing natural .stream flow) .and 
therefore' the prevention of any water withdrawal by SRI for : 
snowmaking or fire protection purposes, would;be,Gubstantial ’ : 
and widespread. Such adverse impacts are not warranted by the ’ 

. economic, social andother benefits to the people of the.state 
‘. resuIting:from the maintenance of such a higher levelof water 

<quality (i.e. preserving existing natural ,stre'am flow.natural 
. .temperatures ,variation and all existing aquatic habitat). 

(V'WQS § 1+03(C)'(l) (a & b)) :. Indeed the.'Roard notes no party 
in this proceeding argued that no withdrawal, and therefore 
no reduction in water quality with regard to temperature and 
aquatid habitat, should be allowed. 

‘,. 

200. The degree of reduction in the flow of the Mad River during 
the snowmaking season allowed by the order below is the 
minimum 'necessary to avoid substantial and widespread adverse 
economic or,.social impacts on. the people of the state (VWQS 
5 1-03(C)(l) (a & b)). The degree of reduction in the flow of 
the Mad RPver during the snowmaking season allowed by the 

. 
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order below will maintain the degree of water' quality ’ 

necessary to maintain and protect all ex,isting uses as well 
as all applicable water quality criteria.> ; l 

The project does not affect any waters designated as an 
._.izOutstanding Resource Water, .and therefore VWQS §'l:(l3(D') is 
” 'not applicable. 

201. 

202. Sections 3-Ol'(Genera1 Water Quality Criteria), 5 3-03 (Class 
B Waters)," aiid 5 3-06 (Radioactive Wastes), require that . 

* * 'specified water quality'criteria be met in Class B,waters. :. 
Of these criteria only temperature '(§ j-01(2)) and aquatic .‘; 
habitat (5 3-Ol(4)) are applicable to the'project. 

203. The project, under the terms of the order.below, will not be 

.; 

204. 

' 205. 

operated or conducted'in a manner that will violate the water 
-quality criteria for temperature .or aquatic. habitat. 

The project will not affect the water quality of the waters 
of the state to an extent that existing aquatic communities 
will not be sustained. 

. 

The project if constructed and operated in accordance withthe 
terms of the order below constitutes beneficial and 
environmentally sound development. 

III. Additional Conclusions 

206. 

. 207. The&e of Vermont has not adopted, either by statute or by. '. 
rule, a specific policy related either to water withdrawal for 
'.snowmaking specific&lly or ,to water withdrawal generally. 

,A. :Policv Issues: 
. - 

The central public policy 
What minimum winter,time 

‘. 

issue'raised in thi&,proceeding is: . . 
flow must be maintained in the Mad 

River, after allowing for the withdrawal of water -for 
snowmaking purposes in order to adequately protect fish-and 
aquatic blota. l 

208'. 
\ 

209. 

: 

Vermont state'agencies charged'with reviewing the impacts-of .,.. ,‘; 
development on water resources have i,ssued permits on a case-, 
by-case basis to projects involving the withdrawal of water , 
for snowmaking purposes, and have set conditions .designed to 
protect, among other things, minimum stream flows, as well as 
fish and aquatic biota habitat. 

For example, when Okemo Mountain sought approval of. 
construction of a pump house, an intake structure, pipeline 
and withdrawal of 3,000 gallons of water per minute from the 
Black River, the Environmental Board issued an amended Act 250 
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,-. 
permit requiring the'ski area to maintain a 'minimum flow of . 
at least 0.78 cm downstream from the point of withdrawal and 
the submission of ,a .proposal for a habitat <enhancement, 
program. 'Okemo Mountain, Inc.,_ (Revised) ,2S0351-12A-EB, 
Permit Conditions 51 and #2 (July 23, 1992); Okemo Mountain, 

‘.aL (Revised) 2S0351-12A-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions 
:F;of Laws, and Order (July 23 1992). , ,’ 

8 \ 

210.~ This ,case-by-case approach to reviewing the impacts of water 
withdrawal projects'on.state water resources ,and establishing .‘., 

. + minimum stream flows and other limitations'is followed in a ':' 
(. ,.number of riparian'states east of the Mississippi. See-. e..a 

Y' Corm; Mass..Gen. Laws Ann, cd.. 21Gt N.J. Stat. Ann. 5 58:lAL 
1 , 5. . 

211. SRI has demonstrated a need to utilize water withdrawn from 
-the Mad River to enhance its existing snowmaking capacity at 
Sugarbush South. Meeting this need will provide substantial 
public benefits to several towns in the Mad RiverValley and 
to the, State of Vermont. 

212. In determining how this need can best be met the .water 
available from Clay Brook must be considered in determining 
when, and unde'r what circumstances,. water can be withdrawn 
from the Mad River in a manner that after considering all 
factors best serves the public good.- 

r 
213. 

. 214. 
. 

215. 

. . 

SRI has met its burden of proof by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the project when' constructed and operated in 
accordance with SRI's proposal will serve .the public good: 
However;, the Boa,rd has concluded that ,it is necessary to 
modify the dam permit issued by ANR,.in order to enhance 
protection of fish and aquatic biota and to limit.withdrawals ’ 
to what the.Board believes'to be SRI% current need.' 
: 

To properly husband the,allocation of finite public resources ' 
(i.e. the flow of the Mad River) to meet other needs in the 
future, the Board is only allowing the withdrawal. of -the'.-“. -’ 
'amount of water that it has concluded is ‘necessary..to 'meet * : 
SRI's snowmaking 'needs and has required that the water 
available from Clay Brook for snowmaking must be considered -: 
in determining when that need is adequately met. ,! \ \ 

,,’ 

SRI has met its burden of proof by a preponderance of,the . 
evidence- that the project when 'constructed and operated-.in' 
accordance with, the order below will comply ,with 'all ’ 
applicable Vermont water quality requirements. However, to 
insure that any adverse impacts the project may have on the 
waters of the state are the minimum possible and fully comply 
with all applicable provisions of the VWQS, the applicant has 
been -required to take all measures reasonably available to 
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1 

insure that among 'other things, any adverse impacts on fish 
and aquatic biota are,not undue. These'measures include the 
design of the water withdrawal facility, the withdrawal by 
gravity using the low and high flow pipes, the pond storage, 
the,use of the pond trigger mechanism, the step-down formula, 

. minimum flow rate, the requirement of ,additional winter flow . 
Lw 

2'16. 

T 

217. 

/- ' 218 . 

'data prior to initial withdrawal, the monitoring plan, the Mad, \ 
River management plan and the other requirements specified in 
the order below. - ‘, ., ,. 

: 

. : . 
.’ . .,. 

Administrative bodies such as the Board are creatures of .' 
gtatute and have only such powers and authority as are 
conferred by the applicable statute(s).and/or regulation(s). ‘. 

: ;;e, e.a., Westover v. Villaae of Barton Electric Deot., 149 
. 356, 358 (1988); Trvbulskiv. Bellows Falls Hvdro-Electric 

corn., 112 vt. 1,7 (1941). 

This Board does not have the authoritv to hear and determine 
disput,es between riparian users regarding use or allocation 
of the waters, and particularly claims for ltcompensationtf in 
connection with such matters. Such disputes can and must be 
heard by the Superior 'Court; which is the court of general 
civil jurisdiction in Vermont. See, e.a.. In Re Butttol=h, 147 
vt., 641, 643 (1987) (ttButtoloh*t III); Kasuba v. Graves, 109 
Vt. 191, 198-99,(1937); Laurie v. Silsbv, 82 Vt. 5.05 (1909). 

An administrative agency cannot adjudicate private damage 
claims or provide general equitable relief. These matters are 
reserved to, the courts. In re Buttoloh, 147' Vt. 641.; 643 
(1987); Glass v. Delaware 8 Hudson Railroad Co., 135 Vt..419,, 
422 (1977); Willette v. Deoartment of Social Welfare, 129 Vt. 
270, 277 .(1971); Trvbulski v. Bellows Falls Hvdro-Electric 
Corn., 112'.Vt. 1, 8-9 (1941)'. 

219. 

B.' Public Trust Dootrine: 
. . . _ 
: 

_. .a .. 1 

The common law public .trust doctrine as reflected' in the 
-.Vermont.Constitution, Chapter II, Section 67, of the Vermont ,., 
’ Contititution'applies to the'. %oatablel' waters of the State of 
.Vermont. . 

, 

220. The Mad-River is a ?boatablel water. 

221. VNRC.argue& that the public trust doctrine prohibits the use 
of the public tfboatabletl waters for m private purpose; The 
Board 'has p??eviously "ruled otherwise. In re: Aooeal of 
Anunev Docket No. 
Docket'No. 

89-14,(1991), affirmed, In re: Anonev, 
S96791 LaCa (Sept. 4, 1992). 

222. VNRC further argued thdt the Board lacks jurisd,iction to make 

F the necessary threshold determination as to whether the 
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223. 
._ ‘. 

P 224. First, the Board believes that VNRC reads the Central Vermont . ._ _- 
+llwav,case too broadly. That case involved questions of the . 
.applicability and interpretation of the public trust doctrine 
with regard to.the$itle to a',strip of lakeshore property that 
a,railroad company filled pursuant to legislation; The-Court ’ 
concluded that the land at issue was owned in-fee simple by ’ :, 
the railroad but impressed with the public trust doctrine, and 
.that the Legislature had not intended to grant the lands at * 
issue free' from that trust. 153 Vt. at 347., 351-352. 
*Moreover, although this 'case suggests in dicta that the 
.Legislature's supervision and control over 'trust property .. 
."!'cannot be delegated," _& .at .352 fn; '11, the Legislature has 

. 2.n fact created.by statute several resulatorv schemes that * 

proposed water withdrawal is.for private or public purposes. 
This argument'appears to be based upon the belief that thei 
Boardt.s jurisdiction to hear these appeals is dependent upon 
an express determination by the Vermont Legislature that 
withdrawal of waters for snowmaking is consistent with'the 
public's rights under the public trust doctrine, that such 
legislative approval has been enacted, and further'that,the. 
Legislature has expressly delegated to the, Board the power 'to 
make public trust determinations.' VNRC argues that the 
present dam statute does not refer to or provide adequate . 
statutory guidance for determining whether use of .the Mad 
R'iver for snowmaking is a ttpublic use." VNRC points'to, among 
other authorities, State of Vermont and Citv of Bur1inoton.v. 
Central Vermont Railroad, 153 Vt. 337 (1989). _ 

The Board believes that the work 
implications 

of determining the 
of the common law public trust doctrine .as 

reflected in the Vermont Constitution is best left to the 
judicial and legislative branches. See; Okemo Mountain, Inc.. 
#2S0351-12A-EB, Memorandum of Decision at 4 (Sept. 18, 1990); 
Westover v. Villaae of Barton Electric Deuartment 149 Vt. 356 
(1988). Nevertheless, 
public 

the Board holds the opinion that the 
trust doctrine as reflected in the Vermont 

Constitution,-Chapter II, Section 67, does not preclude the . 
Board from considering these appeals on the merits. 

225. 

#effectively delegate 'supervision over the private use of such 
property to agencies of the'state, primarily the ANR. See, 
e.a.. 10 V.S.A. Chapter 43 (Dams); ’ 
and Ponds Encroachment Permits); 

29'V.S.A. Chapter 11 (Lakes 

'Alteration) 
10 V.S.A. Chapter 41 (Stream 

;‘lO V.S.A. Chapter 47' (Discharges). 

Second, the Legislature has.given primary jurisdiction to the 
Board to hear de novo appeals from ANR Dam orders .and 401 ’ 
Certifications. The task of the Board is-to evaluate a " 
project in light of the considerations contained within the' 
applicable statutes and to issue or deny a permit or 
certification as appropriate. 
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226. It is axiomatic that the Board must act within the bdundaries 
of its enabling legislation. Jn re: Auenc,v of Administration, 
141,Vt. 68, 75 (1982). To deny'the parties timely review on 
the merits of a project, pending resolution of public' trust 
and constitutional challenges, would thwart the'legislature Is, 
intention under the'Dam statute and the intention of_Fongress 

::etunder the 401 Certification process.. ~ . 
I 

227. State water quality management policy, set forth in 10 V.S.A. . 
§ 12,5O(Supp. 1992) presumes, a balancing' between the goals 
of, on the one hand @rotecting and ,enhancing water quality, .. 
and on the other allowing environmentally sound development. .\ 
(WRB In rei Kidder Brook,'Docket No..ll-4, October 11, 1989). :. 

c.. SumnarY Conclusion: 

On the basis .of its record in this matter, hav-ing given due 
consideration to, among other things, the project's effect on 
the factors specified in 10 V.S.A. g 1086(a) and whether it 
will. violate applicable provisions of the VWQS, the Board 
concludes that: , 

228,: 

r‘ 

a. With respect to the .Dam Order appeal, the project will 
serve the public good and the Board shall issue an order 
approving the application, subject to the conditions ,: 
below for minimum stream flow to protect ,fish and aquatic 
biota. 

/ 

b. -'With' respect to the' 401 Certification appeal,, the ‘, 
operation of the project 'shall .be conducted in_a,manner 
'that will not violate applicable VWQS; subject to the 
conditions -set forth below. , .: I , 

IV. FINAL ORDER ’ 

\ 

,A* L Order: 
. 

-i. : . 
. . 

*$he'.ANR*s Order'of Approval issued to SRI an@ Elwin R;‘ and 
‘hnice Kingsbury, on January 8, 1992 is hereby, affirmed, " 
subject to by the Conditions set forth below. : ,’ 

. 

2. 

* B. Conditiong 

. . .l. The project shall be constructed and 
with exhibits 1; 2, 10, ,and 77 except 

The ANR's'401 Certification issued on May' 6, 1992,is hereby . 
affirmed, subject to the Conditions set forth below. +’ f , 

operated ,in accordance 
to the extent modified 

by the conditions below. Any modifications to 
construction plans and specifications shall be 
the Secretary and approved in writing. 
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2. Construction of'the project shall only occur between April 15 
and November 15. Construction of 'the project shall be 
commenced withirone year of the date. on which all'approvals 
required for construction become final and all applicable 

’ 
appeal periods have expired. Construction of the project 
shall be completed within 18 months of thedate construction ’ 

.&-is commenced. _: 

3. The water withdrawal facility and pond may be used for fire 
fighting purposes at any time but shall be used for snowmakina 

‘_purposes only between November I and March 31. When operateh' 
> 'for snowmaking purposes the withdrawal of water from the Mad 

,River: 'shall. comply with Table 18, 
conditions. 

except as modified by these' t,,' ,.. 
In addition: I , 

-Snowmaking shall be limited to 255 acres.of ski terrain 
,'at Sugarbush South in adcordance with exhibits 17, 1.8, 
and 19; and 

.a. 
. _L . . 

b. The existing water withdrawal from. Clay Brook must be 
utilized, to the fullest extent authorized by cny 
applicable state or federal permits, prior to utilizing , 
water withdrawn from the Mad River; and 

c. For the first year (pperational year 1) following the 
initial commencement of operation, the project shall not 
reduce the minimum.flow rate below .79 csm; and 

4; 

'd. : 

e. 
/ 

For the riext. five subsequent years (operational years 
two-six), the project shall not reduce the minimum flow 
rate below'..61 csm';. and : 

Following the sixth operational year, the project shall. 
not reduce the minimum flow rate below .,61 csm except at 
those times when the pond is storing less than50% of its 
capacity. 
capacity, 

When the,pond is storing less than 50% of_its ’ 
the minimum, flow- rate may be reduced to .50 

csm. : .’ :I ‘. / 

Prior to the initial commencement of water withdrawal the 
permittee shall.submit to the Secretary of ANR (Secretary) a- 
minimum of 15 days of flow data for the Mad River at the site 

’ of the water withdrawal'facility collected in January or 
February. 

: 

8 
The flou va L llcs ‘specified 

assme a 1:l correlation. between 
withdrawal site and are therefore 
for in Condition 5. 

P. 

in -Table 1 and, the conditions in this order 
flow? at the Worctoun gauge and flows at the 

subject to periodic adjustment as provided 
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i 
‘* 

5. The winter flow data for the Mad River obtained in accordance 
with this Order shall be used along with all other available 
and reliable winter flow data, among other things, to define 
the statistical relationship .as expressed by a 'regr,ession' 
equation between flows at the Moretown. gauge and at the water 
withdrawal 'facility. 

.i condition 
Th.e'minimum flow rates provide@ for in 

3 shall be ,periodicalYy recalculated> by the 
Secretary using the most .reliable .available data. On the.. ’ 
basis of Qese recalculations the minimum flow rates shall be 
adjusted up or down provided that the minimum flow, rate of. 
.'50 ',csm may only be kdjusted to a higher value. These' ‘, 

periodid adjustments shall be made in accordance with,.the ‘., 
following schedule: " 

a;' The initial'recalculation shall be made, after consid- 
,ering-the flow'data required by condition 4, by the June 
15,'prior to operational year one and shall ,apply 'to 
operational year one. 

i 

b. .The second recalculation shall be made by June 15 
following completion-of operational year one and shall 
apply to operational years two through six. , 

c. The third and final recalculation shall be made by June ; 
15 following completion of operational year six and shall 
apply to operational years seven through twenty. 

6. Consistent with the study proposal for the monitoring of any 
impacts of the water withdrawal on the Mad River outlined in 
exhibit 77 entitled "Physical and;Biological Impacts of Water j 
Withdrawal from.the Mad River": 

d. 

. 
4 . B 

1‘ 

b. 

C. 

d. 

, . 

The permittee shall within 45 days of this 'decision 
submit for the review 'and approval of the Secretary a,' 
.detailed monitoring plan., This plan shall include 
monitoring upstream of the withdrawal facility.to serve 
-as a %ontrol" against which impacts downstream. of the 
withdrawal can be reliably.compared; and 

i The permittee" shall respond within 30 .days to any ,, 
request5 by the Secretary for additional information '! . 
regarding the monitoring plan; and 

The permittee shall begin. implementing the monitoring 
plan prior to the initial commencement‘ of water 
withdrawal and within 30 days of approval by the 
Secretary. * 

. 

The permittee, shall continue monitoring 'any long-term' 
impacts of the water withdrawal in accordance with the 
approved plan for a period of not less than I4 
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I’ 

consecutive years (operational years one through ’ 

f4 
fourteen) follos;ing the initial commencement Of the water ~ 
withdrawal. 

. 

7. The Secretary may at any time, after, public notice in 
accordance with applicable state law and notice by U.S. Ma.il 

:;;>to all parties to this proceeding, amend the minimum flow" 
rates established' in 'condition 3 as appropriate under .’ 
applicable law pn the'basis of the results of the monitoring. 
study provided for in condition 6 above. ‘. ~ -;. 

‘ ‘-3 * 
. / 

8. Consistent wikthe "Proposal to Initiate and Develop a' kad ,' . 
’ River Management Plant8 (exhibit 10): ,., ’ ., 

a. 

. . 
\ 

. 
-. 

b; 

. 

: 

i- 
c. 

. . ..:, ,_ 

The permittee shali, prior to *' the commencement of 
construction, submit for the review and approval of,the ” 
Secretary a detailed management plan for the Mad River- 
that shall continue for the duration of this order. This 
management plan shall provide for the restoration and 
enhancement of fish and aquatic biota habitat dnd shall 
,be, designed so that it will not interfere wi'th the' ! 
collection of data to assess the withdrawal's impact ’ i 
under the monitoring plan required by condition 6 above. 

The permittee shall hold one or more*public informational, 
meetings convenient to the waters affected to explain the 
proposed management plan and.invite public comment. .The 
permittee .shall provide not less than 30 days actual 
notice of the proposed management plan to the Secretary. ’ 
and'shall publish notice of the public informational 
meeting(s)) not less than 3.0 days prior to the first 
meeting. Such notice shall include a concise summary of 
proposed management plan and-information regarding tihere ’ y 
interested members' of 'the public could review the ’ 

proposed management plan. The permittee shall tape 
record the informational meetings. and provide a copy .of ’ 
th.9 tape recording and a written summary of all comments, 
received.to the Secretary of ANR within 30 days of the 
last meeting? -’ ,; , I’ 

: ; 

The permittee shall begin implementing!the manaqement 
plan prior 
withdrawal 
Secretary. 

9. On motion to the 
Board may adjust 

Board, by either the permittee or ANR, the ‘(’ 
the schedule required by conditions 4, 6, or' 

(corrected 2/11/93). 

to the initial commencement of ywater ‘* 
and within 30 days of approval by the ’ 

/ 

. 
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’ 
.12. The flow data required by conditions 10 and 11 shall be 

p 
provided to the Secretary in table form, both hard copy and 
cdmputer readable. These data shall be filed'monthly within 
21 days of the end df the preceding month along with' a 
narrative description of flow, and water use conditions .’ 
throughout 'each month as well. as,, any operational problems 
encountered and responses taken. s ~ 

13. The permittee shall,insure'that ,any'technicians who collect ’ .= 
and maintain flow and withdrawal records at the gauging “’ 
station are properly trained by .a registered professional 
engineer. Calibration of the .gauging stat.ion and the ', 
measurement devices on the low flow pipe shall be done under 
'.the ‘supervision .of.,a registered .professional .engineer or 
"approved by the same; ' 

?+ 
8 above if itdetermines that an'alternative schedule is 
necessary to allow adequate.time for the required actions to 
be accomplished. I . 

10. Prior to the initial commencement of water withdrawal the 
permittee shall design and install a gauging, station with a , 

.* heated flume at the point of *withdrawal that accurately 
records in-stream flows at 1.2 csm or less. The permittee 
shall also take such measures as are necessary to measure in-; 
stream river flows greater than 1.2- csm using the rated river __ 

. . cross-sectio,nmethod as defined by ANR. ,.., ‘..., 
.- . ’ 

11. During the period when the stop' logs and vertical posts are _ ‘i 
in place, flows shall be measured as daily average values, 
hourly values, and,minimum daily instantaneous flows.. For 
each day,that the withdraMa of wateir occurs, hourly rates of 

: withdrawal, .daily maximum w.ithdrawal rates, total daily , I 
volumes with daily average rates, and minimum instantaneous 
below-weir flows shall be recorded. For days during the 
period between October 1 and March 31 where .no withdrawal 
occurs,. only daily average flow data must be recorded. No 
flow data need to be collected between April 1 and September 
30. 

24. By October 15 of each operational year, the heated flume and - 
intake riser spillways'shall be surveyed by a registered land 
surveyor or professional engineer to confirm that the 
elevations have not shifted due to soil movement, high water 
damage or.any other cause. The results of this annual,survey 
shall be filed.. with 
operational year. 

15. If the gauging-station 
tional for any reason, 
shall be discontinued 

- 

the Secretary by, October, 30 each 

i - 

or low flow pipe are not fully opera- 
all withdrawal via the low flow pipe 
immediately. The Secretary shall be 
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notified of this situation within 24 hours, or in the case of 

fcI a weekend or state holiday by noon on the immediately. 
following work day. 

16. The stop logs and vertical posts in the diversion weir shali, 
be installed no earlier than November 1 and removed by March 

1915 or immediately after ice goes out, whichever late-r occurs. ", 

17. 

. . 

18. 

*Prior to the commencement of.any construction in the vicinity 
. 

of the greenbelt drea adjacent to the Mad River as shown -on 
exhibit 1 the'permittee shall install a physical barrier to: :. : 
prevent the intrusion into the greenbelt area,of construction 
equipment and notify the Secretary. The Secretary shall have 
five business days following notice to inspect the barrier dnd I 

make reasonable adjustments to its location prior to the ,* 
commencement of any construction activities in this *area. 
During construction, mature trees 'along the edge of .the 
greenbelt shall be protected from damage using plywood sheets 
or other measures. The greenbelt shall not be altered during 
the term of this permit without prior written approval of the, 
Secretary. p 

Within 90 days after the commencement of construction the 
permittee shall submit for the review and approval of the' 
Secretary a landscaping plan for the area disturbed' in 
conj'unction with construction of the project including any rip 
rapped areas adjacent to the Mad River. With regard to any 
woody species using in the'landscaping plan 'the permittee. 
shall give CQnsideration to using only those species natural 
to 'Vermont. The approved plan shall be implemented within ‘, 

theconstruction completion requirements establ+shed by condi- I 

tion 2 above. 

19. 'The permittee shall, by filing an updated construction, 
schedule for.the entire project, notify the Secretary at least 
48 hours. prior to commencement of any construction. The 
permittee shall notify .the Secretary within 48 hours of: 

&&.completion'of construction of the .water withdrawal facility 
:;"*:'and the pond, and arrange for a final inspection of each 
component of the project. 

20: 'The permittee'shall engage a professional engineer registered 
\in the state of Vermont under 26' V.S.A. Chapter 20 who has 
experience in the design and investigation of dams to .i 
supervise-the.cons&uction of the water withdrawal facility 
and pond authorize-d by this Order. 10 V.S.A. Section 1090. 
The engineer shall: 

s 

-'a. Prior to the commehcement of construction, certify in 
writing-to the Secretary that the design and specifi- 
cations of the water withdrawal facility including the 
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P 

. c 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25.. 

c’ 

gauging station are consistent with; and cqpable of 
reliably .implementing, all requi'rements of condition 3 
above; and 

b. 

v. 

During construction submit status reports, .results of ’ 
testing or other reports required by this. order, 
including on a,,bi-weekly basis copies .of daily. project. 
reports including compaction, soils, -concrete or other 
material testing results' to the Secretary; and, ,. ‘. 

C. 

de';. 

Prior to their operation,' submit record .(“+s built") -'. : 
drawings of the water withdrawal faci,lity and the 'pond .', , 
to the Secretary; and 

Prior to opera&ion of the '-water withdrawal facility,' 
submit an anal'ksis of the calibratiop of 'the- . 
instrumentation at the gauging station: and 

e. Prior to .'the impoundment of any water in the pond, 
certify in writing to the Secretary that the water 
withdrawal facility and pond have been completed in 

,_accordance with this order and that inthe engineer's 
.opinion water may be safely impounded. 

Following written notice by the petiittee that ail informa- 
tion required.by condition 20 c, d, and e has been submitted, 
the Secretary shall have fifteen business days to inspect the 
pond and water withdrawal facility.and e.ither issue a written 
.approval to impound water or-to explain in writing why no 
approval is being given, itemizing the actions that need to 
'be,taken to allow the impoundment.of'water. * Failure of the I 
.Secretary to act within the time period specified sh_all be 
deemed- approval to impound water. 

\ 

This Order does not grant any exclusive rights or privileges .' 
that would impair any rights possessed by other riparian or 
ligtqrdl qwners or the State 'of Vermont. It'does not grant 
.+ny right, title or easement to or over any land not owned-in 
.fee by the applicant or in which the applicant does not hold, ,’ 
easement rights, nor does. it authorize any. Violation of 
federal, state or local laws or regulations. .* ’ 
Nothing in this Order shall relieve the permittee from its 
Legal or equitable duties, obligations and. liabilities ,‘. 
resulting from such ownership or operation of the project. 

The' Commissioner of ANR's Department. of Environmental 
Conservation may conduct periodic inspections of the dam in 
accordance with i0 V.S.A:6§ $105 and 8005. . 

There shall be, no desilting, so-called, of the pond except 
upon prior written approval of the Secretary and upon such 
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P 
terms or conditions as the Secretary shall specify. 

26. The permittee shall repair and maintainthe water withdrawal 
facility, and pond in a manner consistent with protection of 

. 'the public and the.beneficial values and uses of the Mdd River 
from harm. .: . 

. 

27 $a 

_ 

* 

‘~&g I:, .: . ,,+. ,. _i,:‘, 
. The terms and conditions.of this Order are"bindink 'upon'.the. /* 

permittee and ,its heirs,. successor-sand as;ignsi. ‘: .‘.. .i .> ‘,- : 
..’ ‘.. . ,. i . 

,‘. ;. .” ., ,:,. .‘..;.,, ;I:,’ i 
28. In ,addition to any other,*'remedy. at 'law or.iii'e*ity;,' this ’ 

*'Order may be.'suspended orlrevoked at any time after reason- ‘.’ 
able notice and opportunity to be heard, upon'failure,of the -. 

. permittee to comply with any condition- of-this Order, -or any 
rule or'law applicable to'this Order. Continuing jurisdiction. . 
is reserved unto the Secretary for these purposes. 

: : 

29:“ - This Order shall expire 'twenty years from the d&e the. ’ 

permittee obtains approval to impound water in the pond in 
accordance with condition 21 above. 

\ 

. ’ 
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C. +&her ADDealg 

With respectto either the'Dam Order appeal (Board-Docket NC 
92-02) or the 461 Certification appeal (Board Docket No, 92-05) 
any party to the'applicable proceeding before the Board.may ,appea 
from ,the final order of this Board. to the W&shingtonSuperic 
cow, .the court of the'county in which the, project:'is' to 1: 
.constructed. m 10 V.S.A.. 0 ,&099(a); lb V.S.A. 0 1024(b). _‘:’ 
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